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SELECTION FROM STOCK
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attractive. Stunning! £6500 / $9600
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BRITISH EMPIRE
1840-1936

BUYING
Our specialization in the Stamps and Postal History of the entire BRITISH EMPIRE makes us the .

logical buyer for your collection.
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Our PUBLIC AUCTIONS offer a comprehensive selection of collectible and investment quality

BRITISH EMPIRE material at all price levels

WANT LISTS
We maintain large and all encompassing stocks (1840-1936) of GREAT BRITAIN and the entire
BRITISH EMPIRE so that we can supply MANY of the Stamps you have been looking for. We

actively solicit copies of your Want List. (Philatelic references, please.)

George W. Holschauer

COLONIAL STAMP CO.

5757 Wilshire Blvd. - Penthouse 8, Los Angeles, CA 90036-5816 Phone (323) 933-9435 * FAX (213) 939-9930

E-mail: gwh225@aol.com * Website: www.colonialstamps.com

* * *

Member - INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY of APPRAISERS, ASDA, CSDA. IFSDA, CCNY, APS
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FEATURE ARTICLES

South West Africa Revisited International Encyclopedia of Stamps, UK This is the
third of several excerpts from this excellent general reference work, serially published
during the 1970's. Starting out with the German Period, 1884-1915, special stamps
inscribed "DEUTSHE-SUDWESTAFRIKA" were issued starting in 1884. The German
protectorate was declared in 1884. Also discussed were overprinted values that were
never sent to the colony but yet made it into the philatelic marketplace; bisects used
as provisionals, keyplates, watermarked vs unwatermarked issues, the Herero and
Hottentot rebellions, and the takeover of the territory's administration by South Africa
in July of 1915. The first distinctive South West Africa stamps are discussed as are
subsequent issues. However, most South African commemoratives released between
1938 and 1952 were issued with the "SWA" overprint. The actual production of
distinctive commemoratives began in 1954 . . .  70

The Railway Centenary Issue of 1997 Peter Lodoen, Botswana This is the eighth in a
series of articles by one of the premier designers of the stamps of modern day
Botswana. The author starts out describing the historical background of the area related
to Cecil Rhodes' desire to build an empire and solidifying the Protectorate's existence.
Three foundation dates were used to establish the 100th anniversary period. However,
the first day cancellation was actually a fourth and earlier date. This installment is
the story as to how that came to pass. Oil painted essays by the author are included,
as are the actual issues. .73

The Postal History of Graaff-Reinet: Part VI the late Ken Baker This sixth of eight
parts covers the period from 1870 through 1879. Sub-topics include changes in postal
rates/routes, the Annual Postmaster's Reports, frequency and methods of delivery,
postal personnel and salary structures, expansion of postal routes and facilities, packet
services and cost of postal contracts for mail conveyance. . . . 76
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Readers with collecting areas not covered above are encouraged to write a
specialty column. Up to three installments accepted per year. If you
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Editorial Notes
Bill Brooks, Editor & Founder

A call for support... Founding member and Society Director

member, Tim Bartshe, is running for a position on the Board of

the American Philatelic Society (APS). He is asking for support

from members who belong to APS. See his announcement on the

next page.

Closed album. . . In the "News of the Membership" feature you

will read about the recent loss of long time member and

journal advertiser, Alan Raw. He will be sorely missed.

To the rescue... Our "Fakes, Forgeries & Facsimiles" feature is

back on track with an excellent contribution by Alan Hanks.

Column editor, Dr. Frederick Lawrence, hopes that Alan's

contribution will now motivate other readers to contribute to this

fascinating area in future issues.

A new specialty column in the offing... Society Director of

Programs, Bob Taylor, is interested in coediting a specialty

column on the Cape of Good Hope. He has several ideas and

would like to hear from other serious Cape collectors who

would be willing to work with him. Bob's mailing address is

274 Chelsea Dr., Sanford, NC 27330; or you may e-mail him at

rtaylor@wave-net.net A Cape specialty column would be a fine

achievement for the journal. (It still remains a mystery as to why

the Cape of Good Hope does not have its own specialty group.)

Auction survey results are in. . . If future auctions are important to

you, read about it in "Society Affairs".

A novel idea for the feature article section. . . A number of

readers are also serious exhibitors. As your editor, I would like

to serialize exhibit pages in future issues. This was recently

done in the case of Tim Bartshe's one-frame exhibit, "

Commando Briefs". The total of 16 pages was spread over four

consecutive issues.

What I now propose is that members who exhibit should send

me a clear photocopy of each page of their exhibits, regardless

of the number of frames involved. I will then serialize the

exhibit over several issues. (Exhibitors should make certain that

the pages are in the exact order in which they should appear in

the journal.)

No SWA/Namibia column this issue. . . Specialty column

editor, Ulli Bantz, has a "vacation" this issue since the lead-off "

revisited" feature article focuses upon South West Africa.

British Africa bibliography project. . . Several issues ago,

readers were requested to forward a list of their individual

library holdings, whether they be books, monographs, occa-

sional papers or what have you. The plan is to publish an

updated list of references which will be included with the Mar/

Jun '01 issue of Forerunners. Regretfully, I have yet to receive a

single listing from any individual reader since I published that

request. Perhaps, after reading this note a number of you will

now send me a library list. I do wish to thank those of our sister

societies who have assisted me.
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Dear PSGSA Member:
Beginning this next May, the American Philatelic Society (APS)

will be holding their biannual elections of officers. The ballot will

be included in the May issue of The American Philatelist Voting

will close 23 June 2001. I urge you to vote in this year's

election. Many things are at stake, not the least of which is the

health of our hobby. I also would like for you to consider

voting for me in the position of Director at large. There are four

open positions with a very full slate of highly qualified people

running. Please read the information below and cast on of your

four vote choices for me. Thanks, Tim

For Director at Large - R. Timothy Bartshe, APS #133736

Issues

Our hobby is evolving with a dynamic that is pushing philately

towards new boundaries. The Internet and new forms of

collectibles being brought into the APS mainstream are creating

new challenges. Accreditation of the American First Day Cover

Society and the new Display Class of exhibits are recent

responses to these challenges. In order to keep apace with the

interests of its membership, the APS must be proactive in its

response. I would work towards providing new and innovative

avenues for our present and future members to travel. These

may include the new idea of "peripheral" divisions in our

World Series of Philately (WSP) exhibiting structure or other

formats to enlarge the big tent that the APS must become to

keep growing.

Secondly, the WSP show network is under great stress to

continue in its present form. Many shows struggle with acquiring

the requisite number of frames to maintain accreditation, as well as

dealers to support them. The APS should act as a source of

assistance to any show requesting aid. Two ideas I plan to

pursue wouldL be a list of active exhibitors and coordinating

with the American Stamp Dealers Association for a list of dealers

willing to participate in these shows.

Finally, there is a real need to develop a local "farm club"

system of future WSP exhibitors to keep the hobby vibrant and

the supporting dealers happy. I would like to create a program

to help local clubs develop the tools and interest in becoming

active in this fascinating part of our hobby.

Philatelic interests

I have been collecting stamps since age four and British Africa

since age 15. For the last twenty years, my principle interests

lie in the Orange Free State and Transvaal, two rather obscure

but philatelically rich "dead" countries. I have exhibited various

aspects of the Orange Free State at numerous WSP shows, as

well as local and international exhibitions. I am also an active

APS accredited judge. Other interests include Central and South

American airmail rates, routes, their revenues and

FORERUNNERS - Nov '00/Feb '01

telegraphs, along with the thematic area of trout.

Philatelic affiliations

I am a member of numerous societies, including: United Postal

Stationery Society (board of directors), American Association of

Philatelic Exhibitors (Board of directors, secretary), Philatelic

Society for Greater Southern Africa (board of directors, 15 years),

American Topical Association, Universal Ship Cancellation

Society, Military Postal History Society, American Air Mail

Society, Orange Free State and Transvaal Study Circles,

American Philatelic Congress, American Revenue Association,

Collectors Club of New York and the Royal Philatelic Society of

London.

I am a volunteer member of the APS Chapter Activities Committee

Stamp Show Program Critique. On the local front, I am the

current President of the Collectors Club of Denver, vice-

president and member of the judges, exhibits and long-range

planning committees of ROMPEX (the Rocky Mountain

Philatelic Exhibitions, Inc.) and on the acquisition committee

of the Rocky Mountain Philatelic Library (RMPL). I am also

involved in designing outreach programs with the local area

clubs, including a monthly exhibiting seminar cosponsored by

the RMPL and ROMPEX.

I am editor of three columns with the PSGSA, author of

numerous research and general informational articles and have

given slide presentations to numerous clubs and seminars at

Stampshow.

Personal background

I am 53 years of age and have been married for 29. I am a

multiple-degreed graduate from the Colorado School Mines and

have worked as a petroleum geologist for 26 years, 22 of which

have been in a self-employed capacity. Living in Denver,

Colorado affords me easy access to all parts of this country.

(Editorial Note: I have known Tim since he joined the Society in

its early days. As PSGSA grew, he was always there to go

whatever distance was required to see to it that matters stayed

on track. This was especially important during those times

when there were really only 2-3 of us doing the job of running

the society. If it were not for Tim's commitment of time and

energy, we would not presently have a library and archive

service, nor would we have had the excellent annual auction

for the ten years that we did under Tim's leadership. And then

we have all of the tremendous content contributions Tim has

made to the journal. Even now, with all of his other commitments,

Tim is still able to find time to do three specialty columns in

each issue. In a word, Tim would make the most excellent

contribution at the highest level of organized philately in North

America.)



FEATURE ARTICLES
Receipt of articles accepted on an ongoing basis. The individual issue submission deadlines are the 15th of January (Mar/Jun issue),

May 15th (Jul/Oct issue) and September 15th (Nov/Feb issue). Articles are to be submitted in double-spaced, typewritten form. Maximum

length should be held to five pages, NOT including illustrations. Lengthier works should be submitted in serialized form. Each

illustration must be titled and properly referenced in the text. Authors are encouraged to include references, footnotes and a list of

suggested reading for readers who may be interested in pursuing the subject of the article further. Whenever possible, black/white

photographs are recommended for illustration purposes. In the case of photocopies, they need to be the clearest copy possible.

Photocopied illustrations should show a black border around covers and individual stamps. Illustrations which copy poorly will be

excluded by the Editor. Originals of charts, graphs and tables are preferred.

South West Africa Revisited
The International Encyclopedia of Stamps

Editorial Note: This is the third excerpt from an excellent general reference publication (IPC Magazines, Ltd., UK) which

appeared in the early 1970's. Because of the publication period, the reader should be aware of historical changes since the

writing, as well as any increases from the referenced catalog values. The German South West Africa era excerpt was extracted

from pages 797-798, Vol.3, Part 6, No. 34, the post-German period from pages 1765 - 1766, Vol. 6, Part 5, No. 74.

German South West Africa - German colony in southern Africa

between 1884 and 1915. Special stamps inscribed "DEUTSCH-

SUDWESTAFRIKA" were issued for use in this territory

between 1897 and 1915.

The territory on the southwest coast of Africa, bordered to the

north by Angola, to the east by Bechuanaland and to the south by

Cape of Good Hope, belonged to Britain until 1884. Franz

Luderitz, a Hamburg merchant, claimed part of the area, still

known as Luderitz Bay, in the name of the Kaiser in 1882 and

two years later Germany declared a protectorate over the whole

territory. Luderitz was portrayed on one of the first issues of

the Nazi regime celebrating the golden jubilee of German

colonization in Africa.

A post office was opened at Otyimbingue in July 1888.

Examples of the office's large, single-circle datestamp are

found on contemporary German stamps. Offices had been

established in Windhoek, Swakopmund, Keetmanshoop and

Luderitz Bay by 1892. Examples of their cancellations on

German stamps are fairly common.

Distinctive stamps prepared particularly for use in German

South West Africa appeared in march 1897. The 2 to 20pf

values of the contemporary German series were issued with a

two-line diagonal overprint "DEUTSCHSUDWEST AFRIKA".

The 3pf is usually found in a grey-brown shade, or a bistre-brown.

Reddish-brown shades are also known. These varieties are

comparatively rare and are of great interest to collectors.

The 25 and 50pf stamps were similarly overprinted but were

never sent to the colony. However, a small quantity of these

values was sold to collectors in Berlin Germany. A new

overprint on this occasion, showing "SUDWESTAFRIKA" as

one word, was applied to the series in November 1898. On this

occasion the 50pf was issued also, and the 25pf followed in 1899.

The 25pf is comparatively rare because the series was

superseded shortly afterwards by the colonial key-types featuring

the Kaiser's yacht.

The 10pf was bisected and used as a provisional 5pf at

Keetmanshoop between June and September 1900.

The keyplate series was issued on unwatermarked paper in

November 1900. Most of the denominations were reprinted on

German lozenge watermarked paper between 1906 and 1913.

The Herero and Hottentot tribes rebelled against Germany's

rule in 1903. The Germans used a large number of troops to

suppress the revolt but it was not until five years later that

peace was restored. The colony was still suffering from the

effects of Herero campaign when World War I broke out in

1914. South African forces commanded by the ex-Boer general,

Louis Botha, drove the Germans out of South West Africa,

and South Africa took over the territory's administration in July

1915.

Germany produced a 3Mark South African stamp on water-

marked paper in 1919, four years after the Germans had ceased

to administer the area, but the stamp was sold only to

philatelists in Berlin.

Two stamps marking the 75th anniversary of Windhoek, the

capital, built on the site of a Hottentot stronghold, were

released in 1965. They feature General Kurt von Francois, the

city's founder, and also a mail runner of the Francois period.



The territory was mandated to South Africa in Illustration. Postmarked 1906 post card from German South West Africa.

1919. Since 1923 it has been known as SouthWest Africa and used its own stamps.

Illustrated opposite is a postcard from German

South West Africa, postmarked September

1906. It bears the rubber stamp of the Etappen

Gebiet (Military Command) of the German

Imperial Defence force on active service in

South West Africa.

Collectors' Items: 1897 German stamps

overp r in t ed " D E U T S C H - S U D W E S T -

AFRIKA" with hyphen, 3pf bistre-brown, £10

mint; 3pf reddish brown, £80 mint; over-

printed without hyphen, 25pf orange, £50

mint, £42 used; 1900 German colonial types

5m carmine and black, £26 mint, £17 used.

South West Africa - Mandated territory administered by the

Republic of South Africa which has issued its own distinctive

postage stamps since 193.1.

South West Africa was a former German colony which used

German stamps overprinted "DEUTSCHSUDWEST AFRIKA".

This occurred from 1897 until 1915 when the colony was

occupied by South African troops. Stamps of the Union of South

Africa were then used from July 1915 until the end of January

1923, although Union stamps overprinted with the English or

Dutch version of the territory's name were introduced on

January 1, 1923.

The basic stamps were bilingual but the appearance of the

overprint in different languages, on stamps side by side in the

same sheet, gave rise to the fashion for collecting them in

bilingual pairs. Three years later this feature was introduced

on South Africa's own stamps.

The first version of the Dutch overprint read "ZUID-WEST"

but subsequently it appeared as one word, "ZUIDWEST". The

Afrikaans version, "SUID-WES AFRIKA", superseded the

Dutch in the overprint on the 1926 pictorial series, and was

used from then on.

The introduction of bilingual stamp pairs in the basic stamps

further complicated the permutations in the overprinted stamps.

However, when the original bilingual King's head series

reappeared overprinted "S.W.A.", between 1927 and 1930, the

need for collecting in pairs was eliminated. South African air

stamps and official stamps were similarly overprinted.

The first stamps entirely distinctive to South West Africa

appeared in 1931 as a pictorial series, featuring scenery, fauna
and flora. At the same time, air stamps, featuring either a

monoplane or a biplane were issued, followed by a 11/2d stamp

showing various methods of transport and communications.

South West Africa issued distinctive stamps to celebrate King

George V's silver jubilee in 1935 and the coronations of

George VI and Queen Elizabeth, in 1937 and 1953, respec-

tively; otherwise the territory used overprinted Union stamps.

Most South African commemoratives released between 1938

and 1952 were issued with the "SWA" overprint as were

wartime definitive issues.

A new pictorial series, printed in photogravure, appeared in

1954. The subjects ranged from wildlife and tribal types to the

prehistoric rock paintings found in the Kalahari Desert. The

watermark on several denominations was changed from the

springbok to the Union coat of arms in 1960.

A new definitive series was produced following the change to

decimal currency in 1961. Some designs showed landmarks like

the General Post Office at Windhoek and the Hardap Dam, while

several denominations featured gem stones which constitute

the bulk of the country's natural wealth. South West Africa's

wildlife and scenery were also featured.

There were three versions of the above series on unsurfaced,

unwatermarked paper, unsurfaced paper with watermark and on

glazed paper with the new RSA watermark. At least two types of

this watermark are known, both tete-beche and in an upright

arrangement.

South West Africa has released several interesting commemo-

rative sets since 1963. Among them are those including the

inauguration of the Hardap Dam, the opening of the Legislative

Assembly and the centenary of the Red Cross. Two recent sets

paid tribute to South African statesmen. Three stamps were



issued in 1967 in memory of Dr. Verwoerd and a pair of stamps

appeared in 1968 in honor of President Swart. The latter

stamps were inscribed in trilingual strips - in the English, Afrikaans

and German Languages.

Stamp History

1897-1915 - German colony using stamps of Germany overprinted

"DEUTSCH-SUDWEST-AFRIKA".

1914 - occupied by South African forces, South African stamps

introduced.

1923 - stamps overprinted "SOUTH WEST AFRICA, ZUID-

WEST AFRIKA" or simply "SWA".

1931 to present day - stamps all inscribed in English and

Afrikaans, either on alternate stamps or both languages on each

stamp.

Currency

1897 - 100 pfennig = 1 mark

1923 - sterling

1961 - cents and rands (as South Africa)

Collectors' Items

1897 German stamps overprinted 3pf reddish-brown, £80 mint;

25pf, £50 mint, £42 used; 1923 overprints on South African

stamps, errors of overprint, to £28 mint; 10s, £60 mint, £26

used; high values overprinted, £1 "AFRIKA" without final full

stop, £110 mint.

Examples of Stamps

Shown opposite are four issues of South West Africa, 1931-1954:

1 - 1931 bilingual pair of the 6d definitive featuring Luderitz Bay,

2 South African 1935 Voortrekker Memorial Fund stamps

overprinted "S.W.A.", 3 - the 1947 3d

1

Back Issues Available
The following issues of Forerunners are in stock and available for purchase. They are listed in order by whole number. Price per

copy includes shipping by surface class/printed matter rate. The number in parenthesis indicates the number of copies

remaining in inventory.

#1(2), #2(2) & #3(3) @ $2US each; #4(4), #5(1), #6(4), #7(2), #8(2), #9(3), #10(1) & #11(7) @ $3US each; #12(4) & #13(14) @

$4US each; #14(8) & #15(5) @ $5US each; #16(10), #17(6) @ $6US each; #22(15), #23 (26), #24(2), #25(5), #26(45) & #27(

30) @ $US. each; #28/#29(39) @ $10US* each; #30(43), #31(45), #32(45), & #33(48) @ $7US each.

*Combined issue is a British Africa anthology with articles from 15 specialty groups celebrating PSGSA's 10th Anniversary and

honoring THE Celebration of British Africa Philately Convention at PACIFIC 97.

Back Issue Payment options: (1) US bank draft in dollars payable to "PSGSA"; or (2) Pound Sterling cheques at current

exchange rate as published by a major bank in local area WITH "PAYEE" LEFT BLANK; or (3) Sterling, Rands or Dmark

currencies at current exchange rates sent via registered mail.

Send payment along with list of back issues desired to: The Editor, P.O. Box 4158, Cucamonga, CA 91729-4158.



The Railway Centenary Issue of 1997
Peter Lodoen, Botswana

Editorial Note: This is the eighth in a series of articles authored by one of the premier designers

Botswana.. My thanks go to my journal Coeditor, Peter Thy, for having Mr. Lodoen's work appear in Forerunners.
of the stamps of modern day

According to Cecil Rhodes' biographers, he was unable to

attend the event which had for decades consumed his dreams:

the celebration at Bulawayo in 1897 of the completion of the

railway line from Cape Town. Rhodes had fallen from his

horse the year previous, and his already weak heart had begun

seriously to impair his movements.

Rhodes did not attend his own party, nor did he fulfill his own

destiny as builder of an empire that stretched from Cape Town

to Cairo. However, he did map out many of Bechuanaland's

borders, he did solidify the Protectorate's existence, and he did

give me, a hundred years later, the opportunity to paint his

railway on a set of Botswana postage stamps. Thank you Cecil.

The date of the celebration in Bulawayo was November 4,

1897. The line was actually completed to Bulawayo on

October 19, 1897, and it already had reached Francistown by

October 1, 1897. These three dates, then, were the possibilities

for a true railway centenary issue. However, the reader will be

intrigued to note that the railway stamps received a 12 June

1997 first day cancellation. This is the story as to how that

came to pass.

During mid-1996 I was asked to submit preliminary artwork

for a railway centenary issue. I completed four, not six, pencil

sketches and discussed them with Andy Andersson of the

advisory committee. He accorded me a provisional go-ahead to

that I might proceed with designs in full color.

By October 1996 I had finished and submitted four locomotive

related oil paintings: (1) a 6th-class 4-6-0; (2) a 4th-class 4-6-0 tank

engine; (3) a 15th-class Garratt; and (4) a 7th-class 4-8-0 showing

elephants on the tracks.

Time passed, months passed, without any word from the stamp

advisors. Finally, after several inquiries on my part, the designs

were accepted. I made minor changes after ascertaining that the

first locomotive to breach Bechuanaland's borders was actually a

Cape Government Railways 4th-class. I then entered into

discussions concerning the anticipated date of issue. October

20, 1997, being a Monday falling one century and one day

after the Bechuanaland line reached Bulawayo, was selected.

One last detail remained, that being a once again belatedly

requested miniature sheet. For the sheet I reconstructed

cancellations of 1897 Bechuanaland whistle stops, and pasted

them opposite to 1997 versions of the same cancels: Gaberones/

Gaborone, Ramoutsa/Ramotswa Station, Mochuli/ Mochudi

Village, and Palachwe/Palapye. I also added pen-and-ink

drawings of the oldest locomotive to work in Bechuanaland -

CGR 4th and the newest - Botswana Railways BD3 diesel.

I duly submitted all designs, together with invoice and was

paid for my work in March. The artwork was signed, sealed

and delivered, and remained only to be printed into postage

stamps by the release date of October 20.

At that point, Botswana Railways quite unexpectedly steamed

into the picture. By then the month was March 1997, yet the

Railways phoned the Philatelic Bureau to request a tenth

anniversary set of stamps be be issued on June 1, 1997.

Informed that such a last minute request could not possibly be

honored, the Railways representative continued their blusterous

demands. As a result they were granted their wish in the form

of two stamps picturing the modern Botswana Railways at

work. The stamps were to replace two of then stamps of the

Railways Centenary issue.

In all possible haste, I was asked to submit two new designs and to

decide which two of the original designs would be deleted.

When I eliminated my tank engine, I sighed, and when I

crossed my elephants right off the tracks, I cried; for all that

remained were a Cape Railways 4-6-0 and a Rhodesian

Railway Garratt.

Wiping a tear from my eye, I rushed off with my Nikon to

Gaborone Station to do some preparatory work for the new

designs. I remember it well, for as I bent down to photograph

an incoming BD3, I observed a great vulture impaled on the

front of the blue locomotive. The driver calmly carried the

dead bird away. "Happens all the time", he told me.

The BD3 became the subject of one new stamps, and a

Fantuzzi the subject of a second. The latter contains a stacker,

In real life the Fantuzzi is elephantine and gigantic, capable of

lifting 38 tons, but on a postage stamp it looked like a forklift.

I rushed the designs into the Philatelic Bureau and rushed them

back again after amendments to the Fantuzzi. Finally, during

May, I left on a home leave thinking the four stamps and

miniature sheet designs were, at last, headed for the printing

presses.

All Botswana stamp collectors, indeed all Botswana postage



users, actually saw the new train stamps beginning June 12th,

whereas I, the designer, did not see them until I returned to

Botswana the following August. The new release date came as a

complete surprise to me.

I, like Cecil Rhodes, missed out on the First Day ceremonies.

Moreover, I hardly recognized my stamps (Fig. 1). The original

sky colors - ultramarine, cobalt and cerulean blue, and violet - had

been transmuted to a uniform ultramarine. The scroll work had

been reworked, and new postal rates had been instituted, so values

ranged from an unwieldy 35 thebe to an incongruous two pula

fifty denomination.

However, I was happy to see my elephants back on the tracks. I

cannot say that I have been pleased with all of the stamps

credited to my name. However, I do like the multicolored 50

thebe value which Stanley Gibbons has assigned catalog number

847 but as yet no assigned a catalog value. The stamp is a tiny

vignette that portrays the giants of the past. Figures 2 and 3 are

oil painted essays for the P1 and 50t issued stamps.

Figure 2. Oil painted essay for the P1 issued stamp.

Figure 1. The issued stamps.
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Figure 3. Oil painted essay for the 50t issued stamp.
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The Postal History of Graaff-Reinet: Part VI
The late Ken Baker

Editorial Note: This is the sixth of eight parts being reprinted from a series which first appeared in "The Post Office Stone"

official publication of The Postmark & Postal History Society of South Africa. This installment was first published in Volume 29,

No. 1, pages 17-20. A few very minor grammatical edits have been made.

1870
Post offices and agencies remained as discussed in the previous

installment. The Aberdeen Post Office, however, again changed its

Deputy Postmaster twice. Mr. Meadway succeeded Mr. J.

Vorster who in tern was succeeded by Mr. J. Phillips. The latter

change occurred on December 1, 1870 with the salary being

reduced from £18 to £16 per year.

Postage Rates Sea Postage as per 1 Jan 1868,
Cape Almanac
Letters by the Union Steamship Co. (Packet Mails): Mails

went twice per month between the UK and Cape by the

Atlantic route. Leaving Devonport on the 10th of each month via

Madeira and St. Helena, the mail arrived at the Cape in 38

days. (This was the contract time. However, most mail ships

did the journey in a much shorter period of time.)

Mail ships leaving England on the 25th called at Madeira and

Ascension and arrived the Cape in 38 days (see above). The

return mails left Cape Town on the 4th and 19th of each month.

Letters for the UK from Graaff-Reinet were sent by the Union

Steamship Company. Packets were charged at 1/- per half

ounce and 1/- for each additional ounce (no charge for

delivery). Letters could also be despatched via Queen's vessels (

H.M. ships) at the same rates.

Letters from Graaff-Reinet to St. Helena and Ascencion went by

packet and were charged at the rate of 1/- per half ounce.

Mails destined for Natal and Mauritius left Cape Town about the

17th of each month. The letter mailing rates from Graaff-Reinet

for Natal were 6d per half ounce, 1/- for mail exceeding the

half ounce but no more than an ounce, and 1/for every

additional ounce.

The rates to Mauritius are unclear and yet-to-be determined at

the time of this writing.

Letters by Private Ships (Ships Mails): Mail from GraaffReinet

could also be despatched to the UK by private ship, the charge

being 4d for the half ounce or fraction thereof, increasing at

the rate of 4d for every additional half ounce or fraction thereof.

Letters sent by private ship had to be clearly marked as such.

This was done in order to prevent their being despatched by

packet ships by mistake and at the increased rate.

Graaff-Reinet Division - 1871
There were no changes in post offices and/or agencies for

1871. However, several changes were made in the employ-

ment of post office agents.

At Zwart Ruggens Mr. A. van der Poel replaced Mr. J. Parkes (

1st November). Mr. J. Parkes had replaced T. Parkes (on 15t

August) who had passed away in Buffels Boek. Mr. J. van den

Berg succeeded Mr. T. Collard at Petersburg (16th October).

1872
In 1872 Mr. Charles Piers, the Postmaster General of the Cape,

issued the first Annual Postmaster General's Report. In doing so

he noted that in April 1971 he had furnished the government

with "a report of the condition of this (G.P.O.) Department". He

then went on to say "it did not seem however to have met with

any attention nor to have been of interest to anyone". This

publication was certainly of interest to me as a researcher, but

having tried all archival sources, it has not been possible to find

out what Mr. Piers said about the G.P.O. in 1871.

Mr. Piers' 1872 report has, however, seen the light of day in which

he wrote that "mails conveyed in every direction through the

Colony had increased very much in a few years". He went on

to express the opinion that "the prospect of the further

progress is in itself so significant of the steady advancement

and prosperity of the Colony..." He further pointed out that the "

discovery of diamonds in Griqualand West had the largest share

in causing this change".

Mr. Piers said nothing specifically about Graaff-Reinet. He did,

however, make certain that suggestions affecting the conveyance

of mails beyond Grahamstown, which would have caused some

changes in the Graaff-Reinet mails.

It was noted that the despatch three times a week of the mails

over the frontier route, i.e., Cape Town/Port Elizabeth and

Grahamstown, had been increasing so much in bulk and weight that

it would be necessary to run a daily cart over that route. He

mentioned that the contractors had several times threatened to

abandon the contract on account of the amount of weight they

were called upon to carry. The contractors had applied for an

extension of time. However, this could not be granted without

causing derangement of the postal services beyond

Grahamstown (e.g., Graaff-Reinet for one). Mr. Piers
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suggested that the present service of three carts per week be

increase to six - a daily service.

Graaff-Reinet Division - 1872
Although Mr. Piers was generally optimistic as to increased

Post Office prosperity in the Colony, the Graaff-Reinet postal

division showed little signs of this. Its number of post offices

and agencies did remain the same as before. Further, there was

no movement of postal officers or agents with the exception of

Mr. Hurford who was recorded as the postmaster of Graaff-

Reinet and not the Deputy Postmaster as before. His

promotion, however, did not yield an increase in pay which

remained at £100 per year.

Postal Charges
Although no doubt Graaff-Reinet residents had communicated with

the Transvaal over the last few years when necessary, the Cape

Almanac for this year announced postage rates for that part of

southern Africa. Letters could be sent to the Transvaal Republic

at the rate of 4d for letters not exceeding one half ounce. The

Almanac noted also that as with the Orange Free State, letters

from these areas not covered by postage stamps, were charged at

the unpaid rate of 6d per half ounce.

P.M.G.'s Report - 1873
The new Postmaster General, Mr. Aichison, continued his

predecessor's optimism as to the increasing progress of the G.P.

O. in the Colony. He announced that a daily mail service

between Cape Town and Port Elizabeth was initiated on 1st

January 1873.

At first the above service was successful, but with the incidence of

horse sickness, followed by drought leading to a scarcity of

forage. Finally a succession of floods in the Long Kloof forced

the government to take over a part of the frontier route, through

the contractors giving up their contracts, the tri-weekly post was

reverted to.

Whether all this had any effect on the Graaff-Reinet mails, I

am unable to say. Mr. Aitchison does mention these. He did,

however, state that the operation of passenger carts over some

eastern province mail routes had increased and improved

communications with additional expense. He also noted in this

respect a passenger cart route between Port Elizabeth and

Zuurber, as well as, the employment of Cobb and Company's

coaches from Grahamstown to Colesberg via Cradock and

elsewhere. He hoped that more passenger coaches could be

secured for eastern commercial towns.

Graaff-Reinet Postal Division - 1873
In 1873 at the Graaff-Reinet post office, Mr. Hurford's salary

was increased by £100 to £200 per year. Much smaller increases

were given to the postmasters of Aliwal North,

Queenstown, Uitenhage, Wodehouse, King William's Town and

East London. However, at Richmond the postmaster there, with

only eight years of service (compared to Mr. Hurford's 20

years' service), received an increase of £150, bringing the

salary to £250 per year. The Richmond postmaster's annual

salary was reduced to £150 the next year since a new postmaster

came on board with less than one year's service. This left the

salary at Graaff-Reinet as the highest in the Eastern Province,

except for Port Elizabeth and Grahamstown.

Based upon the above, it would appear at that time, with the

exception of the Richmond appointment, that the salaries of

postmasters were generally based on the length of the service

and not on the importance of the town. However, the case of

certain large towns like Port Elizabeth and Grahamstown,

where both postmasters had less service than Mr. Hurford,

salaries were evidently based on the ability of the person

appointed as postmaster.

Nevertheless, the importance of Graaff-Reinet to the postal

service of the Colony was recognized in this year by the

appointment of an Assistant Postmaster on October 1, 1873.

He was Mr. J. Smith who was paid at a rate of £60 per year.

One other change is of interest. Mr. C. Marais succeeded T.

Collard as a post office agent and Field Cornet at Petersburg.

Marais was listed as succeeding "Mrs. Collard, Deceased".

This suggests - unless there is another explanation - that the

previous occupant of the appointment, T. Collard, was a woman

and that Mrs. Collard also acted as Field Cornet. I would

point out that this listing appears doubtful, but in research of

postal offices/Field Cornets, I have come across cases similar

the the above on one or two occasions.

Field Cornet Posts - 1873-74
On this question the Postmaster General, in commenting on

District and Field Cornet posts, noted that these were mostly

fortnightly. They existed mostly for administrative purposes of

government than for postal communication purposes. He hoped

that by 1874 the cornet position would be converted into weekly

posts and made generally more useful to the public. He also

drew attention to their control by the Civil Commissioner by

remarking that they would be made "subservient to the objects of

the Department (Post Office) by which their expense had to be

borne".

The Graaff-Reinet Division - 1874
Mr. Smith, the Assistant Postmaster, did not last long. Upon

his resignation, he was replaced on March 1, 1974 by Mr. C.

Mansfield, salary as before.

Mr. Philips, the Deputy Postmaster at Aberdeen, had his salary

increased to £30 per year. The agencies at Hops Rivier and

camdebo were not listed for 1 874. It is most likely that they
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were abolished as agencies, although the Field Cornets may

have still operated from these places, although I have no

confirmation of this.

The P.M.G.'s report for this year makes no specific comment on

Graaff-Reinet. He does remark that this year "had been the most

trying perhaps ever experienced in the conveyance of the inland

mails". Severe drought in the eastern and northeastern districts

of Colony taxed the energy of the mail contractors in the

fulfilling of contracts. Out of 86 contractors, 63 requested four

months' notice of termination. It is not known whether any of

these affected the Graaff-Reinet mail routes.

A new ordinance passed this year gave Graaff-Reinet residents

some relief as to postage. On letters above one ounce, which

had previously been charged at the rate of a full once for every

fraction thereof above the first, the rate now increased in

proportion to the number of half-ounces. A reduction was also

made in the postage on periodicals, books, etc., posted in the

Colony.

U.K. Mail Rates of 1875 (Cape Almanac)
In 1875, Graaff-Reinet residents could send and receive letters by

the Union Steamship Company three times per month. Mail from

the UK left Southampton on the 5th, 15th and 25th of each month.

The maximum of 37 days for delivery was allowed. On the

return, packets leaving Cape Town on the 5th and 15th called at

St. Helena and Ascencion.

The Graaff-Reinet Division - 1875
A few changes seen in the post office agencies for this year

included: a Mr. Foxcroft succeeding Mr. A. van den Bern on

June 1st, the latter having resigned. Buffels Boek was renamed as

Wheatlands, its earlier name where Mr. T. Parkes remained as

agent and Field Cornet. At Petersburg, Mr. J. Erasmus

succeeded Mr. Marais as its agent on May 1st even though he was

not listed as Field Cornet.

P.M.G.'s Report of 1975
With unprecedented flooding this year, problems again arose in the

conveyance of mails. (However, there is no mention of Graaff-

Reinet in this connection.) The report also provides details of the

operation and cost of postal contracts for the conveyance of

mails:

1. Somerset East and Graaff-Reinet, twice weekly by post cart, £

940 per year;

2. Middelburg and Graaff-Reinet, weekly by post cart, £535 per

year;

3. Graaff-Reinet and Aberdeen, weekly by post cart, £240 per year;

4. Murraysburg and Graaff-Reinet, twice weekly by post cart, £900

per year. (This service was linked with Beaufort West

twice weekly, £2,155 per year; Beaufort West and Ceres, £4,200

per year; Ceres and Ceres Road Station, £60 per year; and Ceres

Road Station and Cape Town by railway, cost not given.)

5. Port Elizabeth and Graaff-Reine4 weekly by post cart, £2,120

per year. (Later during the year the Port Elizabeth mails were

sent by train to Uitenhage, thence to Graaff-Reinet by post cart

with a saving in time of two hours.)

During this year, the Postmaster General, Mr. Aitchison, made

an inspection tour as far north as Kimberley. He also visited

Bloemfontein for discussion with the Orange Free State

Postmaster General. On his outward journey he passed through

Cradock, Middelburg, Colesberg, etc. On his return he passed

through Richmond, Murraysburg and Beaufort, but did not include

Graaff-Reinet in his visits.

Mr. Aitchison made one important comment which may well

have applied to the postmaster at Graaff-Reinet: that he had "

become aware that the great majority of postmasters were

acting as agents to post contractors, and as their interest are no

altogether identical with those of the Department, strict

instructions were issued against the continuance of the

Agency". He noted that postmasters had only one master to

serve, and they they now could exercise proper control over

the contractors.

Graaff-Reinet Division - 1876
Mr. Mansfield's work as Assistant Postmaster at Graaff-Reinet

must have been satisfactory in that he received a salary

increase of £30 per year. This brought his annual remuneration

up to £90 as well as a commission on the sale of stamps. Mr.

Philips of Aberdeen also received an addition of £20 per year,

bringing his salary up to £50. Mr. Philips was also listed as a

Special Justice of the Peace and "Issuer of Process".

The PMG's report for 1876 noted that the damages sustained by

the bad weather in 1874/75 had by this time all been repaired,

and that the seasons during 1876 had been particularly mild

which allowed mails "to be carried with a tolerable degree of

regularity".

The PMG also noted that the railway line from Port Elizabeth

had reached as far as Glen Connor, the Graaff-Reinet mails

from Port Elizabeth being carried as far as that point. He also

noted that arrangements were "in progress for improving and

increasing direct communication with Graaff-Reinet".

Packet Service - 1876
Apart from the Union Packet ships, the residents of Graaff-

Reinet (as well as other Colony inhabitants) were given a

further fast and regular monthly mail service between the Cape and

the UK. In this regard, the Cape Almanac announced the

following:
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-79

"Arrangements have been entered into between the colonial

Government and the Donald Currie Company by which an

additional mail packet service to and from England is

established at a cheaper rate of postage viz: 4d the half oz. The

packet will leave Cape Town on the 1oth of each month -

should the 10th fall on a Monday, the packet leaves the

following day".

Graaff-Reinet Division - 1877
By this year Mr. Hurford had completed close to 25 years

service for the Cape Post Office. He also received a £30 per

year provisional and temporary allowance, make his salary £230

annually. In addition he drew £24 in petty expenses and a

commission on the sale of stamps. The latter was limited to £

100 per year.

One change occurred in the postal agencies. At Petersburg, Mr.

J. Erasmus resigned and his successor, Mr. E. Saunders, was

replaced by Mr. A. Meintjes on July 1. He was also listed as a

Field Cornet at the time.

PMG's Report - 1877
Drought and war caused some problems for the mail services in

some remote districts, but the Graaff-Reinet mails were not

affected.

The railway extension from Port Elizabeth to Graaff-Reinet had not

yet been completed, but an additional post from Port

Elizabeth to Graaff-Reinet, via Glen Connor, by rail and post

cart was established.

Graaff-Reinet Division - 1878
In this year Mr. Hurford is listed - in addition to his post office

duties - as Justice of the Peace. Mr. Mansfield, as Assistant

Postmaster, was capable of deputizing for him when engaged by

extra duties. With the growth of Graaff-Reinet, a letter-carrier (

postman) was again appointed at a salary of £48 per year;

however, he also had to carry out the sorting of letters, in

addition to his rounds.

Mr. Philips at Aberdeen resigned this year, his duties being

taken over by Miss M. Borcherds on May 1, 1878. The

Deputy Postmistress, was paid only £30 per year plus commission

on stamps.

A new post office in this division was opened at Schietfontein

on October 3, 1878 with Mr. T. Robertson as Deputy

Postmaster.

Two new post office agencies made their appearance this year,

although one of these, Hops Rivier, had been open previously. Mr.

P. Terblanche again took up the appointment as Agent and Field

Cornet on March 1. The other agency, Hooge Kraal, had been

opened earlier in 1878 with a Mr. H. Vernon as Agent. He

resigned and was replaced by Mr. W. Sterndorff.

Graaff-Reinet Field Cornet Posts - 1869-1878
The inhabitants of Graaff-Reinet and those living in the Field

Cornetcies of the Graaff-Reinet Postal Division, along with

inhabitants of other postal divisions in the Colony in which

Field Cornetcies existed at the time, were given the benefits in

1869 of reduced postage rates inside the area of their postal

division.

The Cape Almanac of 1869 announcing the reduced rate noted

that: "The postage between ... the chief town in each division and

any field-cornet post office agency in such division ... is ld on

each letter not more than half an ounce in weight; 2d for each

letter above half an ounce but not more than one ounce, and so

on, increasing 2d for each additional ounce or fraction of an

ounce".

As noted above, the Post Office Agencies/Field Cornetcies in

the Graaff-Reinet Division were Zwarte Ruggens, Camdebo,

Buffels Hoek, Hops Rivier and Petersburg.

It will be noted above (see 1869-78) that during these years not

all of these POAs/FCs were listed each year by the Blue Book.

In one case, the Hops Rivier Agency was abolished and

reopened. It is, therefore, not known whether all of the Field

Cornet mail routes consistently operated during this time in the

Graaff-Reinet Division or whether one or more routes may have

been temporarily suspended.

From the introduction of the PMG Reports in 1872, brief

mention was made at times to the Field Cornet posts. For

example, in 1873 the report noted that District or Field Cornet

posts cost a great deal and that these posts existed, mostly on a

fortnightly basis, more for government administrative purposes.

However, the PMG trusted that by the next year these would

be converted into weekly posts.

By the following year (1874), some of the Field Cornet posts

had in fact been converted to weekly operations. In 1875 the

PMG reported that the various District or Field Cornet posts "

have now all been converted from fortnightly to weekly posts"

. In 1876, the PMG noted that the comparatively small excess

spent on the Field Cornet posts, was money well spent in the

true interests of the country. He was referring to their

educational value because of the conveyance of books and

papers, as well as, letters.

In 1878 the PMG refers to a matter which had long been as

problem to the GPO. In connection with the divisional and Field

Cornet posts, he notes that his department "may be said to be

used for purposes not strictly within its province". He goes on

to say that a large proportion of the money spent on these

posts is for "fiscal and judicial purposes, and very little postal

revenue is derived from these posts in return".

The PMG, when discussing Divisional and Field Cornet posts
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has often presented as confused picture of their structure by

referring to Branch Posts and Field Cornet Posts or District

Posts and Field Cornet Posts. Actually, there would appear to be

no difference between them, except that at times confusion may

arise in the use of the word "Branch".

The Cape Almanac, however, gives the correct picture and

points out that in the Colony there were three main postal

routes: (1) eastward between Cape Town and Grahamstown, (2)

through the Karoo to Murraysburg for the northern districts,

diamond fields, Orange Free State, and Transvaal Republic;

and (3) Cape Town to Springbok and the northwestern frontier.

There were also all the post offices other than those situated on

these main routes which were served by branch lines (Branch

Posts). So, when the word Branch is connected with Field

Cornet posts, it can be taken to mean divisional or district posts.

This can be accepted when the following adverts are seen:

"Riversdale - Conveyance of field Cornets Posts - Tenders will

be received by the Civil Commissioners of Riversdale for the

conveyance of Field Cornets Posts in this Division" (

Government Gazette, 27.9.1870).

"Worcester - Tenders for Field Cornets Posts - Tenders will be

received by the Civil Commissioner of Worcester for the

conveyance of the following Divisional Posts" (Government

Gazette, 27.9.1870).

"Clanwilliam - Tenders for the conveyance of Field Cornets

and Branch Posts - Tenders will be received by the Civil

Commissioner of Clanwilliam for the conveyance of the Field

Comets and Branch Posts" (Government Gazette, 30.9.1870).

"Paarl - Conveyance of Field Cornets Posts - The Civil

Commissioner of Paarl will receive tenders for the conveyance

of mails to the undermentioned places" (Government Gazette,

30.9.1870).

"Piquetberg - Field Cornets Posts - Tenders addressed to the

Civil Commissioner will be received for the conveyance of

Field Cornets' and other Divisional Posts" (Government Gazette,

30.9.1870).

"George - Tenders for Divisional Posts - Required for

conveyance of Divisional Posts between Post Offices at Avontuur,

Langkloof, tenders to the Civil Commissioner" (Government

Gazette, 30.9.1870).

[There is a slight difference evidently with this example ("

George" above), as the post is conveyed between post offices;

but why this should be so is difficult to fathom. The Civil

Commissioner here would seem to be superfluous, the post

quite well becoming a GPO Branch Post.]

Graaff-Reinet Division - 1879
No changes were determined for Graaff-Reinet and Aberdeen.

However, the office at Schietfontein was abolished.

With the advance of the railway from Port Elizabeth, two new

Post Office Agencies were opened on the railway line - one at

Kendrew Railway Station, Mr. G. Gilmore being the Agent and

Stationmaster; the other at Aberdeen Road with Mr. J.

Crankshaw as Agent and Stationmaster. Both Messrs. Crankshaw

and Gilmore received the minimum agency salary of £6 per year.

However, as Stationmaster, the former was paid £130 per year

and the latter £100 per year.

There were no changes in the remaining Post Office Agencies

and the five Agents are listed as Field Comets.

Opening of the Port Elizabeth/Graaff-Reinet Line
One of the most important events in the town's history was the

opening of the railway line between Port Elizabeth and

Graaff-Reinet in August of 1879.

In reading the various accounts of the official opening on

August 26th, I am unable to say whether the first mails over the

railway in or out of Graaff-Reinet, were carried on that

opening date. It would seem from the reports, although not

actually stated, that the official opening of the line was on a

day or so later than that on which the mails were despatched.

In a list of the names given of some of the important persons

present at the official opening, Mr. Hurford's name (as the

Postmaster of Graaff-Reinet for nearly 27 years) is not one of

them.

ld Post Rate at Graaff-Reinet
With the railway approaching Graaff-Reinet in 1879, towns and

villages along the railway line were entitled to the ld post rate.

Sandflats, Alicedale, Glen Connor, etc., were already in receipt

of this concession. The railway arrived at GraaffReinet during

August of 1879 and, according to Post Office regulations,

Aberdeen Road, Kendrew and Graaff-Reinet were entitled to the

id post rate "between places with which there was

communication not less than twice a day" (the railway

providing this means of communication).

If Graaff-Reinet, Kendrew, Aberdeen Road, etc., received this

concession from August 1979, it lasted only until the end of

September. On November 1 of that year an Act was passed which

abolished the ld post and 4d inland rates. A uniform inland

rate of 3d per half ounce was substituted in their place.

However, the 3d rate did not apply to letters posted for

delivery inside a town's limits, the Cape Almanac for 1880

reporting: "Letters posted in any town or village in the Colony

for delivery within the limits of the same are chargeable with

postage at the rate of ld for each half ounce or fraction". Here
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are examples: (a) letters posted inside the town limits of Graaff-

Reinet - 1d, (b) letters posted from Graaff-Reinet to Aberdeen

Road and elsewhere - 3d.

[Note: this leaves out the questions of the Field Cornet Posts.

Although I have searched the Cape Almanacs and PMG Reports,

I can find no mention of these. I am rather inclined to suggest

that they retained the ld post, but then I cannot confirm this.]

Postage Rates - 1St November 1879
According to the Cape Almanac: (a) letters posted in the

Colony, Basutoland and Transkei for transmission to a post

office within the same were chargeable at 3d per half ounce or

fraction thereof; (b) letters posted in the Colony, Basutoland

and Transkei for Natal, Transvaal, Diamond Fields and Orange

Free State were chargeable at the rate of 4d per half ounce or

fraction thereof; (c) ship letters for British Colonies or foreign

parts (except St. Helena, Ascencion and Madeira) not having

to be sent via the United Kingdom, when posted at the port

where mail is shipped from, were chargeable at the 4d per half

ounce rate or fraction thereof, and when posted elsewhere the

rate of 6d per half ounce or fraction thereof was applied; (d)

letters for the United Kingdom sent by packet, private ship or

Her Majesty's ships were chargeable at the rate of 6d per half

ounce or fraction thereof; (e) letters for St. Helena, Ascencion

or Madeira were charged at the rate of 6d per half ounce or

fraction thereof; (f) compulsory prepayment, except for those

letters going to the United Kingdom which is optional, but

letters for England with unpaid postage were subject to a fine

equal to one rate of postage; and (g) newspapers to places

above were charged at the rate of 1d.

To be continued...

THE FORERUNNERS FORUM
Dialogues & Updates

"Dialogues..." provides readers with the opportunity to share

their reactions to written materials appearing in this journal.

Updates to published information is also encouraged. Com-

ments are to be sent directly to the Editor. A copy of the

comments will then be sent to the original author for a response

before publication herein. Corrections from authors also appear in

this feature. None were received this publication cycle.

Questions & Answers
As a service to the general collecting community, your Society

makes its Panel of Experts for greater southern Africa available

to answer questions submitted by members and non-members

alike. To access this service send you questions to the Panel

member covering the area of interest (see listing opposite

inside front cover page).

For a greater southern Africa area not presently listed, send

your question to the Panel Chair, Dr. Lawrence. Also, British

Africa questions pertaining to areas outside PSGSA's scope, e.

g., British East Africa, are to be sent directly to the Editor. The

question will then be forwarded to the appropriate specialty

group for a response.

Clear copies of cancels, covers (front/back) and a detailed

written description of the item(s) should be included with all

questions. The Panel member will forward his response, the

question(s) and any illustrations to the Editor for publication in the

journal. The Panel member will also return a copy of their

response directly to the questioner. Certain questions may

require an extended period for research and/or collaboration

with other scholars, so please be patient.

Panel coverage expands!! The Natal, Union/SA and Republic/SA

areas are now covered by members David Crocker and Michael

Wigmore who presently serve in responding to ABW and Cape

triangle inquiries, respectively. We thank both of these long-

standing members for stepping forward to fill significant gaps

of coverage.

Any member interested in serving on the Panel for areas not

presently covered, please contact the Panel Chair, Dr. Frederick

Lawrence, RPSL, 5016 South Kenneth Place, Tempe, AZ

85282 USA; or e-mail him at: ieconsulting@earthlink.net.

No questions & answers were received this publication cycle. * *

*

WANTED

WORLD WAR II MILITARY COVERS

USED IN AFRICA FROM THE FOLLOWING

AREAS WITH THE VARIOUS CANCELS:

Indian FPOs, East African APOs,

APO/U Postmarks, Sudan,

British Somaliland (1939-1940),

and Italian Posta Militaire.

Walter Bjork - 54 West 84th St, - New York, NY 10024
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Unanswered Challenges
This feature lists: (1) questions for which the Panel has

indicated it has no definitive response; or (2) questions about a

subject for which there is no coverage on the Panel. The listed "

Challenges" begin with the latest received and remain until

solved. Responses to a "Challenge" are to be sent directly to

the Editor. Please note that Challenge #2 has a response in this

issue.

Challenge #1: Assistance needed regarding the history of and

interesting WWII cover, a bilingual O.H.M.S., brown in color;

addressed to "British Army Staff, R.A.C. Branch, 801 Ford

Building, Detroit 26, Michigan USA; stamped in red ink across

the front - "Received // March 8, 1945 // British Ministry of

Supply Mission". Do any readers know more about the history

behind this cover? - Tony Davis/Canada

Challenge #2: Cape revenue stamps of the large Victoria issue

can be found with one of two inscriptions in the oval frame -

"Stamp Act of 1864" (Sherwood Type 1) and "Government of the

Cape of Good Hope" (Sherwood Type 2). Other than that, there is

a lack of information available in various catalogs, Barefoot &

Hall, South African Revenue Catalogue, which do not discuss

or define the Cape revenue stamps as to why the two

inscriptions. Can anyone explain this to me? - T.P. McDermott,

USA

Response to Challenge #2: Legislation governing Cape of Good

Hope revenue tariffs in the earlier part of the 1800's was that

proclaimed in 1824 - with a short amendment introduced in 1863

(Act #12). Problems in enactment in later years arose as the

schedules of the former quoted tariffs and rates in stuivers and

Rix dollars. The pound, shilling and pence Sterling currency

units were introduced to the Cape in 1825 with as

proclamation on 15th June setting relative values at 1 skilling =

9 farthings, 1 Cape guilder = 6d; and 1 Rix dollar = 1/6d. (The

colorless embossed revenues with face values in the new

currency were also introduced around this time.)

The Cape's Stamp Act of 1864 (Act #3) served to clarify the

situation regarding currency and to bring the scale of charges

up to date - with enactment on 26 July and enforcement on 15

October. To meet the requirements of the numerous tariff rates

embodied in the new Act, a new series of embossing dies (

replacing those now worn out) and adhesive stamps were

ordered, through the Agent General of the Cape of Good Hope,

from Messrs. Thomas De La Rue of London. (As these orders

would not be completed and shipped before mid-1865, the "

colored" embossed revenues were acquired, as an emergency "

stop-gap" measure, from Somerset House.)

The designs for both the embossed dies and the adhesive

stamps were the work of London architect, Owen Jones, R.A.

His essays (the ld similar to the issued design) for the adhesive

stamps show either "The Stamp Act 1864" or "Goverment of

the Cape of Good Hope" legends (note the latter with the "N"

omitted from the first word). The question to be asked here is,

was their appearance licence on the part of the artist, or as a

directive from De La Rue or the commissioning authorities?

I cannot recall ever having come across a viable explanation of

how the two different legends came to be applied to the

thirty-six different face values. The obvious is that the majority of

the pence and shilling values are of the "Act" type, while the

higher values generally show the "Government" legend.

However, anomalies to this are the 1/8, 2/6, 4/6, 7/6, 12/6 and

15/-, plus the £9 and £10.

The following revenue denominations appear with "The Stamp

Act 1864" legend: 1/2d, 1d, 3d, 6d, 9d, 1/-, 2/-, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-,

7/-, 9/-, 10/-, 12/-, £9 and £10. The revenue denominations

appearing with the "Goverment of the Cape of Good Hope"

legend are: 1/6, 2/6, 4/6, 7/6, 12/6, 15/, £1, £1/5/0, £1/10/0, £2,

£2/5/0, £3, £4, £5, £6, £20, £30 and £50.

The first printings of those stamps with the "Act" legend were

made between 12 January and 4 March 1865, those of their "

Goverment" counterparts being between 4 March and 26 June.

Possibly this may have a bearing on the "Challenge" question.

In both legend types, the leaf ornaments of the pence and

shilling values were printed in color on a white background,

while in the pound values this order was reversed. - Michael

Wigmore, South Africa.

Challenge #3: Does anyone have a non-philatelic use of the

Bophuthatswana inland and overseas aerogrammes that were

issued in 1977? - Will Ross/USA

Challenge #4: Do any of our readers know of a tabulation of the "

OFFICIAL FREE" cachets appearing on "ON HIS MAJESTY'S

SERVICE" official SWA envelopes (see page 102, #21)? - Dr. H.

U. Bantz/South Africa

Challenge #5. I have two South African postal orders, one of 6d

uprated to 9d by affixing a 3d stamp, and the second in the

amount of R120. Both were used in SWA, the first in Windhoek (

22/1/42), the second in Aroab (3/9/43). When did the SWA

postal orders get issued? - Jack Harwood/USA

I

Important notice to all members!
The Society membership auction survey results

are in!! Read about it in "Society Affairs."
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Bits & Pieces
"Bits... " provides readers with the opportunity to present

information in a short order format. If you have an interesting

cancel, rarity, unknown, cover, cachet, etc., then this is the

place to share with your fellow members. Please provide some

detailed and descriptive information when sending your entry to

the Editor.

Dealer member, Ken Joseph of the Philatelic Friends firm,

came across three unusual items in a large lot of South Africa

Kingsheads used in South West Africa. The items are shown

below and described as follows: Top - "Kub" manuscript cancel

in red, previously unrecorded. All the later KUB strikes listed

by Putzel were also present in the lot, so there is absolutely

no doubt about its authenticity. Middle - "KUBIS" dated cancel (

Putzel B2a). The date precedes earliest recorded date by over

six months! Bottom - "OKAHANDJA" cachet (Putzel B1) dated

21 Aug 1915. The #44 at base is faint but readable on the

original item. Putzel states that "no original strike has yet been

seen". Also, exceeds the last recorded date by five days.

a.

Our next entry first appeared in the April 10, 2000 issue of Stamp

Collector on page 42. It is titled "One sorry Specimen" from Mercer

Bristow's column, "An Expert Opinion". It reads as follows: "

Webster's (dictionary) defines fraud as 'deceit or trickery,

intentional perversion of truth to induce another to part with

something of value'. Now, most of the fraud encountered by

collectors today consists of altering or modifying existing stamps to

make them appear more valuable

than they actually are, to trick us into paying a lot of money

for a nugget of philatelic fool's gold.

If a stamp is more valuable unused than used, fakers try to

remove its cancellation. If the opposite is true, a bogus

postmark will be added to a mint stamp, or used to hide the

remnants of a less-desirable revenue cancellation.

Fraudulent reproductions of scarce surcharges and overprints

can give a 15c stamp the appearance of one worth $15, or $

1500. However, even stamps that are fairly valuable in their

own rights (though often slightly defective) may be fraudu-

lently modified to boost their apparent worth and thus bilk the

unwary buyer.

Sometimes the nature of the fraud involved is slightly more

esoteric, as in the example shown here.

The 1903 violet and orange £5 King Edward VII definitive of

Transvaal (Scott 267) is by far the scarcest of that country's

post-Boer War issues. currently cataloging $1,000 unused and $

525 used.

As a bicolored, typographed definitive, printed by De La Rue on

Crown and CA watermarked paper, this stamp would be

extremely difficult to forge convincingly. Nonetheless, according

to the 1986 text Transvaal Philately, at least one attempt was

made, although the results left a lot to be desired in spite of the

unusual use of the correctly watermarked paper. According to

the text the forgery has a dull purple frame instead of the

correct violet. The crown is also too heavy, the jewels

indistinct, the forehead too white and the shading in the labels

uneven.

The stamp in Figure 1, bearing what appears to be part of a

double-ring 'REGISTERED' postmark, was submitted to the

American Philatelic Expertizing Committee for authentication.

Figure 1. This genuine - and genuinely scarce - 1903 £5 King Edward VII

definitive from Transvaal was very carefully canceled.
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Figure 2. An enlargement of the lower portion of the Figure 1 stamp at left shows abrasions to the paper just below the King's chin and extending into the "f5"

tablets on eilher side.

The stamp itself is genuine, but further investigation was invited

by irregularities in its lower half, enlarged in Figure 2. Under

magnification, loose, frayed paper fibers can be clearly seen in

the area obscured by the postmark. While scrapes are common

on high-value stamps used on parcels, those scrapes are

curiously under, rather than on top of, the cancel.

The explanation in this case is that the faker painstakingly

scraped away the 'SPECIMEN' overprint. (De La Rue applied

one to 727 sets of these stamps, including the £1 stamp, from

Transvaal Philately, shown on the right in Figure 2.)

Stanley Gibbons' British commonwealth catalog values these

specimen overprints at the equivalent of about $72 each - about

one-tenth the value of £450 that it assigns to the postally used £

5 stamps.

In completing the fraud, however, the faker to some extent

outsmarted himself. When he applied the bogus postmark to

conceal his work, the ink feathered (as it inevitably does) in the

scraped part of the paper, hinting at the deception".

*

Illustration. Front (left) and reverse (right) of card from Doeblin to Tamsen.

The last "Bit" comes from the April 2000 issue of The

American Philatelist, and is titled "Votes Are Where You Find

Them". You will appreciate the connection with greater southern

Africa philately as you read on. The story goes like this:

"When he ran for Society president in 1907, Eugene Doeblin of

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, sought support by means of a postal

card featuring his photograph and record of service. This

example, kindly shared with us by Leo Scarlet, went to APS

member Emil Tamsen in the Transvaal, South Africa.

Despite his pledge of 'one term only', Doeblin lost the election to

John N. Luff, who served two terms, in 1907-09. Luff was

author of The Postage Stamps of the United States (1902). The

Society's annual Luff Awards honor his memory. Emil Tamsen

was one of the first signatories, along with King George V, on

the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists, in 1921. He died in

1957 at the age of 96." Shown below is the front and reverse

of the card addressed to Emil Tamsen.
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... And Other Stories
This feature presents short entries which do not fit the feature

article mold; yet, they are more that "Bits & Pieces". Items of an

anecdotal nature are especially invited. Send yours to the

Editor.

Ye olde editor thanks those readers
who continue to return pieces and
envelopes from previous mailiings.

stamped
22nd

°rs

A Favorite Philatelic Item
Bill Brooks/USA, Editor

Each reader has one or more "favorites" in his/her respective collections - perhaps a cover, ephemeral material, a document, back-of-

the-book, a particular stamp, cachet, etc., etc. Please share yours by sending it to the Editor.

Shown below is a favorite cover copy furnished by Tim

Bartshe. As Tim says, this striking cover is hand illustrated in

blue ink and colored with green and purple water colors. The

sun is in purple as are the berries around the address label and

shirt of the man on the left. The area behind the fence is green

along with the holly leaves with the inner border of the address

label and some of the highlights of the leaves are brushed with

gold paint.

This cover is quite a Christmas-time creation to say the least.

The ld Transvaal KEVII stamp is canceled with he fairly

scarce Middelburg Telegraph Office that read "CANTON-

MENT B.O. MIDDELBURG. TVL - T -". The date of mailing

from Middelburg is "4-Dec. 1905" with no arrival stamp in

England.

-85
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Aerophilately
Kendall Sanford/Swizterland & Paul Magid/USA, Coeditors

The coeditors invite your comments as well as written materials for future installments. Send to Kendall at 12 Chemin des Tuilots, CH-1293 Bellevue (GE)

, Switzerland, e-Mail at: kaerophil@cs.com or Paul at 5324 281h St. NW, Washington, DC 20065, e-Mail: magid@erols.com

Imperial Airways First Regular Northbound Ser-
vice From South Africa to Great Britain
By Kendall C. Sanford

The first flight of the Imperial Airways air mail and passenger

service from South Africa to Great Britain, left Cape Town on

January 27, 1929. The craft was a De Havilland DH 66

Hercules - G-AARY named "City of Karachi", the pilot in

command being Captain R.F. Caspareuthus. It operated routinely

as far as Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia. The next northbound

leg, was flown by the "City of Basra", a De Havilland DH 66

Hercules - G-AAJH, flown by Captain H.W.C. "Jimmy" Alger.

When taxing for takeoff, a wheel sunk into soft earth where an

anthill had recently been removed resulting in some damage to

the craft. The flight was carrying a large number of first flight

covers to various destinations all the way north to Great

Britain. Most have first flight cachets, but no delay markings

were applied. This is listed in Recovered Mail, by Henri Nierinck

as number 320129.

The "City of Delhi" (also a De Havilland DH 66 Hercules - G-

EBMX), continued the flight north the same day with Captain

John (Jack) Gittings in command. The mail from the "City of

Basra" mishap at Salisbury had been taken on-board. The

aircraft encountered a violent storm (a so-called "black storm"

) and had to make as forced landing in a clearing which turned

out to be a swamp. The wheels were stuck fast and the aircraft

was unable to take-off. The crew, fortunately, had emergency

rations and water on board. However, it appeared that the pilot

was a little uncertain of the location of the swamp into which he

had landed. Therefore, he gave a wrong compass bearing over

the wireless. Search planes had some difficulty in locating the

missing aircraft.

Eventually the "City of Delhi" and crew were discovered by

the "City of Baghdad", which had flown out from Broken Hill

looking for the lost aircraft. Food was dropped by parachute

from the air. On the 1St of February, a ground party succeeded in

cutting its way through the bush to the crew and passengers,

guided by smoke from a signal fire. The "City of Delhi" was

found stuck up to the axles in the swamp. It necessitated digging

a runway, and then dragging the machine bodily out of the swamp.

The plane did not suffer drastically.

Six days after the aircraft was forced down in the swamp, on

the 4th of February, the mail was taken by native porters to

Broken Hill. From there the mail was carried onward by the

"City of Baghdad" when it returned on its next northbound

flight. The mails were not damaged and therefore no delay

markings were applied. The covers had the special first flight

cachets, and some were special envelopes prepared by Imperial

Airways. This is listed by Nierinck as 320129B

Despite this rather dismal beginning, the pioneers of the great

air route refused to admit defeat. Within the space of a few

weeks the African air route was running on time with almost

clockwork regularity - an incredible achievement over the world's

most difficult air route.

The Airposts of South Africa, by L.A. Wyndham, published in

1936, provides the following details of the mail:

"A fairly large mail, estimated at about 30,000 letters, was

despatched from South Africa to all parts of the world. The

greater portion of this mail was from Cape Town and it was

estimated that the 425 pounds from this center comprised

approximately 17,000 letters. No commemorative cachets or

airmail postmarks were used, but all the ordinary mail dispatched

from Cape Town was specially date-stamped the actual day of

the inaugural flight, viz. '27 Jan. 32. 12.5 a.m.', while the

registered mail was date-stamped '26 Jan. 32 6.p.m.' Mail from

Victoria West, Kimberley and Johannesburg was date-stamped '

27 Jan. 32.' At Kimberley, approximately 80 pounds of transit air

mail from South-West Africa, and a small despatch mail from

British Bechuanaland was taken on Board.

Although Union Airways' weekly service did not provide a

time-saving connection with the Imperial Airways' service, the

Post Office, as a philatelic concession, and for the first

Trans-Continental flight only, permitted letters to be conveyed

without extra charge by Union Airways from Durban, East

London, Bloemfontein and Port Elizabeth to Cape Town by the

service on 21-22 January (pilot, Capt. Fry), and from Port

Elizabeth and Bloemfontein to Johannesburg by the service of 25

January (pilot, Capt. Bellin). This transit mail was additionally

date-stamped at Cape Town or Johannesburg.

"Among the more interesting covers from South Africa by

reason of the air mail arrival postmarks, or cachets they

received authenticating their association with the inauguration of

the service, or their supplementary association with international

air routes made available through the opening of the Imperial

Airways service are:

(1) Registered covers from all points, except Cape Town, and

mailto:kaerophil@cs.com
mailto:magid@erols.com
mailto:


including South-West Africa, to Northern Rhodesia. The back-

stampings on these, viz., Johannesburg, 27 Jan.; Salisbury,

28 Jan.; Broken Hill, 4 Feb.; and Mpika, 6 Feb., bear silent

testimony to the mishap to the "City of Delhi" in Northern

Rhodesia.

(2) Covers to India, Dutch East Indies and French Indo-China.

These bear the Cairo transit air mail postmark 'Caire Par Avion

12 Fe. 32' and were conveyed eastwards, respectively by

Imperial Airways service to Karachi, by the Royal Dutch Air

Line (K.L.M.) service to Batavia, and by the French Air Orient

service to Saigon.

(3) Covers to Athens which received a special commemorative

reception cachet and air mail postmark (14.2.32). This cachet and

postmark were also applied to transit mail to Italy, Bulgaria,

Rumania, Turkey and Yugoslavia.

(4) Registered covers to several European capitals. Mail for

Western Europe generally was made up on Paris and registered

covers were back-stamped in transit Paris Gare du Nord Avion

16.2.32'. The further air mail cachets or postmarks applied to

these covers at Berlin, Budapest, Copenhagen, Oslo, Stock-

holm, Prague and Vienna are evidence of their having

connected with the airlines in Europe.

(5) Covers to French West Africa and South America. These

were flown by the Aeropostale (later Air France) service from

Toulouse to Dakar, French West Africa, thence across the

Atlantic to Natal, Brazil, by special fast connecting mail boat,

and then by air again down the coast of South America to

Santiago de Chile. In addition, to the Paris back-stamps
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referred to above, registered covers were back-stamped Toulouse

Gare Avion 19.2.32' and reached Dakar on the 22nd, and

Santiago 29 February. In this group come the covers which

required the highest postage, viz., 5s per half ounce.

(6) Covers to Canada and American which bear postmarks

establishing their having been additionally flown in the American

continent. Mail for Canada and North America was made up on

London and reached New York on the 23rd February. Among

the more interesting covers in this group are the registered ones

to British Guiana which bear the cancellations 'Air Mail Field

Feb. 24 1932 a.m.' and 'Air Mail. G.P.O. British Guiana 28 Feb.'

A small supply, estimated at under 200, of the 'Speedbirds'

envelopes issued by Imperial Airways to commemorate the

opening of the regular service between England and South

Africa reached Cape Town in time to be used for the first flight

from there and such covers to England are particularly

desirable souvenirs of this flight. A number of types of souvenir

envelopes for the flight were issued privately in South Africa,

one of which was a reproduction of the Imperial Airways '

Springbok' envelope used on the 1931 Christmas flight with the

obviously wrong inscription 'First Return Flight' added. These

special private envelopes have no status whatsoever from an

airpost collector's point of view."

This is an interesting opinion on the part of Wyndham, but I

disagree with it. The private covers are just as collectable as

the official covers. Shown below now are as number of covers

from this flight (Ills. 1-7).

Illustration 1. Imperial Airways Company cover - Pietersburg, Northern Transvaal, South Africa - London.
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Illustration 2. Registered cover - Capetown-Ireland.

Illustration 3. First Official Flight cacheted cover - Salisbury-Scotland.
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Illustration 4. Capetown-England cover, autographed by pilots on most of the legs of the flight.
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Illustration 6. Cover from Capetown-Port Bell, Uganda.

I
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The Bechuanalands
Peter Thy/USA, Editor

Your comments invited, as are installments for future columns as a guest author.

or e-mail Peter at thy@jade.ucdavis.edu Send to Peter at 581 9th St. Davis, CA 95616

The South African Active Service Letter Cards
used in Bechuanaland. . . Peter Thy

The South African Active Service Letter Cards were authorized

in November, 1941, or shortly thereafter, for use in Bechuana-

land by Allied forces in East and North Africa. The cards were

not overprinted "Bechuanaland" as was the case for the South

African Airmail Letter Cards issued in November of 1944.

The Active Letter Card shown below (Ill.) was mailed in February

1942 from Francistown, Bechuanaland Protectorate. The letter is

addressed to a Sgt. Clapham, C.R.O.C.(?), S.A.E.C. (South

African Engineer Corps), U.D.F., M.E.F. (Union Defense Forces,

Middle Eastern Forces), c/o P.O. Durban. The sender is given as

J. Robertson, Johannesburg (a well known stamp dealer at the

time), by rubber stamps on the reverse and also inside. A short

inside message reads "Sending a few of these from

Bechuanaland. Please keep 1 or 2 and return balance under

cover...". An additional note on the reverse reads "Received

under cover..."

The letter card was clearly philatelic. It seems that J. Robertson

obtained the Active,Service Letter Cards from the local

Johannesburg Post Office He then addressed them to a

correspondent serving with the Union Defense forces in the

Durban area who then mailed them under cover to the

Postmaster of Francistown with a request to forward them to be

returned by mail. Robertson could not address the active Letter

Cards to himself since the cards could only be used to "Allied

Forces". The cards were accepted in Francistown for delivery

in the Union, despite the fact that they were only authorized

for use to Allied Forces in East and North Africa. The

receiving address is the Durban Post Office because the Union

military mail was handled by the civilian post offices. When

the good sergeant received the cards (perhaps 5-8 copies), he

would simply keep a copy and forward the remaining ones to

Robertson in Johannesburg. This was and is as normal

procedure for obtaining cancellations, etc., from distant post

offices.

There is an additional problem because the letter card shown

Illustration. South Africa Active Service Letter Card used in 1942 from Francistown in the Bechuanaland

mailto:thy@jade.ucdavis.edu
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was not purchased in the Protectorate. There were five printings of

the basic Active Letter Cards in the Union. Our card used

from Francistown is from the first printing during July of 1941.

The third printing from March 1942 is also known used from

the Protectorate. It is plausible that the first printing was made

available in the Protectorate; however, it cannot be assumed

that the third (or other printings) also reached the Protectorate.

The known copies of the third printing may have reached the

Protectorate in an envelope addressed c/o Postmaster at

Francistown.

The relevant question is obviously why anybody would care

about such philatelically used Active Letter Cards? The answer is

simple. Very few of these cards used in the Protectorate are

known to exist today. In fact, the example shown here is the

only one I have seen after looking for them for nearly 10 years.

The illustration of it was kindly supplied to me by John

Inglefield-Watson. I would love to include an actual example

in my collection, should I ever have the chance to acquire one.

Despite the fact that the unoverprinted cards were in use for

three years, and that an estimated 10,000 Bechuana soldiers

served in the Allied Forces in North Africa, the Middle East

and Europe, it is surprising that so few are known. Please let us

know if you have or know about other examples used from (or

to) the Protectorate.

*

A Note on the 1961 Decimal Surcharge
Mr. James Ryan writes from Calgary to direct our attention to

his observation that the surcharge on the 1961 decimal

surcharged definitives varies widely in relative positions, i.e., it

wanders.

The 1961 definitives were surcharged by the Government

Printer, Pretoria, on the remaining cut sheets of the 1955

definitive series. The position of the surcharge is determined

by the relative width of the sheet margins. Thus, the surcharge

on a row of stamps is shifted progressively downward, or

upward, if the top and/or presumably left hand margin were

trimmed at a slant. If the sheet margins were cut straight, the

relative position of the surcharge is determined by the width of

the margins. In this case, the position will be constant throughout

a sheet, but vary from sheet to sheet. A misfed sheet would

also result in variable positions of the surcharge. This type of

alignment results in relatively constant or systematic

variation in the position of the surcharge and is best studied on

multiples (Fig. 1). Stamps with the surcharges in the name

tablet or off the frame into the perforation area are not

uncommon.

A detailed study of the 1c on ld stamp was published in the

Runner Post in 1993 (31, 631-635) by Peter van der Molen.

He shows that the relative vertical position of the surcharge

varies within a sheet. Figure 2 illustrates a condensed view of

the setting varieties. The first printing (Type 1) shows little

vertical variation. The second printing (Type 2) shows two

different settings, the first of which shows a large vertical

variation in the relative position of the surcharge. The second

setting of Type 2 appears to be a corrected version of the first

Type 2 setting and again shows little variation from stamp to

stamp.

It is very possible that similar variations can be seen for the

other denominations. Full sheets are still available of all

denominations. A study along the lines conducted by van der

Molen for the lc on ld stamp could very well turn up some

surprising results as to the various printings made of the decem

∎



decimal surcharged definitives. Will anybody take up the

challenge?

Sources
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Surcharges on the Stamps of Basutoland, Bechuanaland, and

Swaziland", Stamp Collecting, London.

van der Molen, P., 1993. "The 1961 decimal 1c on ld

surcharge", Runner Post, 31, 631-635.

I

Bullivant, P.N., 1962. "Shelly Catalogue of the Decimal

News
Mr. Steen Jelgren (P.O. Box 1767, Mochudi, Botswana) has

issued a price list of Botswana stamps and FDCs. The list is in

Botswana Pula, very reasonable prices and very complete.

Contact Steen via e-mail at steen@botswnet.bw, fax 267327-

644 or by mail for a copy of the most recent list. Steen

Jelgren is a member of the Botswana Philatelic society.

From Mr. Gordon Smith, Private Bag 00488, Gaborone,

Botswana, e-mail smithgt@info.bw, fax 267-327-644, we have

received the following request for help:

"Dear Fellow Collectors: I am developing a collection of the

metered mails of Botswana. I have collected a list of all the meter

licenses issued by the Botswana Postal Services since they

began offering licenses in the early 1970's. I am happy to make

this list available to anyone who is also interested in the

subject.

"It is interesting to note that up until last year the Postal

Service was issuing new licenses in continuous numerical

order. Last year they reviewed the list and contracted all

license holders to see if they were still using the meter license.

Based on this review 75 licenses were terminated and the

numbers were made available for new requests for licenses.

To date, 19 new licenses have been issued, reusing old license

numbers.

"I am interested in obtaining covers with meter frankings from

all periods. Please see below for an example of the type of

frankings I am talking about. If you have material of this type

that you would like to trade or sell, please contact me.

"Thanks for you help. I look forward to hearing from you! (

Please include a self addressed and, if possible, stamped envelope

when requesting a list by mail.)" Gordon Smith is a member of

the Botswsana Philatelic Society.

The Botswana Philatelic Society can be reached by writing to

mailto:steen@botswnet.bw
mailto:smithgt@info.bw
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Lene Bay, Secretary, P.O. Box 50246, Baborone, botswana envelope). Additions to the list can also be sent to these same
(fax 267-306023 or e-mail at baybooks@it.bw). addresses.

BPS member Mr. John Schaerer has prepared a comprehensive The Philatelic Bureau Botswana Post can be reached by writing list of
Botswana errors and variations. The list can be obtained to P.O. Box 100, Gaborone, Botswana (tel 267-353-131 or fax by writing
either to the BPS or to Peter Thy, P.O. Box 731121, 267-313-599).
Davis, CA 95616 (please include a self-addressed stamped * * *

mailto:baybooks@it.bw
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The Boer Republics
Tim Bartshe/USA, Editor

Questions and comments regarding this column are invited as are installments for future issues as a guest author.

13955 West 30th, Golden, CO 80401 USA or e-Mail at timbartshe@aol.com
Send to Tim at

Foreign Rates of the Orange Free State: Period of
1881-1898... Tim Bartshe

The Orange Free State postal relationships with foreign countries

still pose a problem that has yet to be solved with confidence.

Two articles written by Richard Stroud in the Orange Free

State Study Circle's Bulletin of March 1995 and 1996, outlined

the rate structure evolution starting with the combination cover

period of the 1870's through the period beginning in 1898 when

the Free State joined the UPU. After the arrangements with the

Cape Colony on 31 December 1880, whereby the stamps of the

Free State were recognized for postal payment, the combined

rate period began. No longer would the 4d Free State and 6d

Cape stamps be required for transport to England - 10d in Free

State stamps alone would serve the purpose. This rate was

rather short-lived, ending on 14 August 1882 when it was

decreased to 6d. Although not common, these covers are out

there. Figure 1 is an example of this 10d rate.

Surmised by Stroud, but not verified was a combined rate to

Europe via England for 11½d. This would represent the 4d

inland rate and the 71/2d rate from Cape Colony. Figure 2 is

the first recorded example of that rate. This cover, franked with

three 4d stamps, is addressed to Germany and dated 17 March

1881, the proper time period for this. It is "over franked" by ½

e mainly because there were no ½d stamps at that time!

The 6d rate to England, as previously mentioned, came into

effect in 1882. These covers are fairly common (as Free State

material goes) with an example shown in my last installment of

the 6d single to Scotland (Fig. 10). The companion rate to

Europe of 7½d was also shown in my previous installment in

Figures 11 and 12. These covers are also fairly common and

yield lovely multi-colored frankings, the minimum number of

stamps being three. The rate period lasted until sometime late

in the decade. The date is uncertain, but a number of covers

paying the 6d and 7½d rates are recorded through 1889.

From here on the story gets very confusing and difficult to

interpret. Stroud posed the probability of a 5d rate to Europe,

and a 4d rate to England prior to the 2½d England rate of April

1892. As I will show later on, these rates can be assumed to

Figure 1. 10d rate to England utilizing 4th printing ld and 11t printing 4d pairs; sent Bloemfontein 27 Jut 82 via Cape Town 1 Aug, arriving 21 Aug with transit time of 25

days (very fast for this early), 6-ray date stamp used with 11-bar numeral 1.

mailto:timbartshe@aol.com
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Figure 2. Triple usage of ls' printing 4d to pay 11'/d half-ounce letter rate to Europe; Bloemfontein 17 Mar 81 via Cape Town 26 Mar, London 19 Apr, arriving

Berlin 21 Apr, transit of 36 days; discovery cover of rate concurrent with 10d England rate; "over franked" due lo fact no '/-,d stamps existed.

assumed to have existed. The real mystery lies around a few franked, but why? Figure 3 is an example to Sweden, dated 9

covers that I have, dating from 1889 through 1892. There February 1891, franked with three 2d stamps for 6d. It is appears to

be a 5d/6d rate combination that survived for a very possible that this is a convenience over franking not so short time. The alternative

is that these covers were over uncommon at smaller post offices.

Figure 3. Strip of three 2d paying 6d(?) '/ oz letter rate to Europe; Jagersfontein 9 Sep 91 via cape Town 12 Feb and London 9 Mar; no arrival mark, 11-bar "O"

obliterator of Jagersfontein cancels stamps.
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The next items (Figs. 4 & 5), shown below, are both addressed

to the Winch Brothers in England. Yes, they were stamp dealers.

It is possible that some sort of philatelic contrivance be afoot

as both emanated from Zastron, although over a year apart.

Both are franked with seven copies of the 2d and both are

registered. Assuming the registration rate is 4d as it certainly

was later on in the 1890's, the remaining 10d pays what must

be assumed a double rate, weighing less than 1oz

but more than ½ oz. The first is fairly straight forward with the

11-bar K obliterator of Zastron, while the second is very

interesting in the fact that the date stamp appears to have been

lost, the date and location being written in manuscript "7 10

90". This is a curious problem indeed. If the registration fee

turns out to be 6d at this time, the date of the 4d/5d would be

moved back earlier and the Swedish cover was simply over

franked.

Figure 4. 5d(/) '/oz letter rate to England; double weight registered cover with seven copies 2d; Zastron 12 Jul 89 via Bethulie 13 Jul and Cape Town 15 Jul,

arriving 8 Aug for transit of 28 days; 11-bar "K" of Zastron cancelling stamps.

Figure 5. 5d(?) V-,oz letter rate to England; double weight registered cover with seven copies 2d, hand-canceled with manuscript "7 10 90" (canceller from prior

cover lost?), via Bethulie 8 Oct, Cape Town and London 31 Oct arriving 3 Nov, 28 days in transit.
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The 4d/5d rate period is represented by a further Winch cover seems to be a legitimate example of the rate. The cover in from

October 1891 showing the 4d franking (Fig. 6) to Figure 8 represents the companion European 5d rate from England with two

2d stamps. Figure 7 is another example, Bethulie to Holland, dated 25 May 1891. This is a lovely being a very late use of this

rate, franked with four ld stamps tricolored franking, including a scarcer type of the ld dated 21 April 1892. This cover has no

philatelic link and surcharge on 3d.

Figure 6. 4d letter rate to England with 2d pair; Bloemfontein 19 Oct 91 via Cape Town 21 Oct, no arrival stamp.

Figure 7. 4d letter rate to England utilizing four 7'h printing ld stamps; Senekal 21 Apr 92 via Bloemfontein 22 Apr and Cape Town 26 Apr, arriving 16 May, 26

days of transit time.
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Figure 8. Tricolored franking for 5d '/ oz letter rate cover to Europe; Bethulie 25 May 91 via Cape Town 31 May and London 16 Jun, arriving same day for

23-day transit; four '/,d chestnut, 2d mauve and ld on 3d provisional (Type c) used to make rate.

Finally, the rate to England was lowered to 2½d in September

1892 and 4d to the rest of Europe, and most of the world.

These covers, of course, are quite easily procured, always

keeping one's eye out for the nice combination franking, scarce

destination or unusual postmarks. Figures 9 and 11 are

examples of the 4d rate, all going to Germany. The first is a

nice example utilizing a 4d stamp, unusual in its own right

long after being issued, with a nice 16-bar "2" of Winburg.

The others are similar covers, each three-color franking, but the

later one showing due markings giving equivalents in French

centimes and German pfennigs for the 4d.

If any of you have any thoughts or comments regarding these

somewhat unorthodox rates, please write to me. There are a

lot of interested parties that would love to have any additional

data.

ime
.
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Figure 10. Three-color franking for 4d rate to Europe using '/d chestnut, ld purple (new color) and 1st 2'/d provisional; Bloemfontein 265 Nov 94, arriving 18

Dec, 23 days in transit.

Figure 11. Another three-color franking for the European letter rate with '/d chestnut, id purple (new color) and 15t 21/d provisional; Senekal 21 Jul 95 via

Winburg 22 Jul, arriving 12 Aug for a transit of 20 days; 11-bar "29" cancels stamps and obviously a double-weight cover as assessed 40 centimes which equaled

4d or 65 pfennig (16 pf/pence).
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Cover With A Story
Bill Brooks/USA, Editor

Many covers, entires and cards have interesting background stories - sometimes even unique

have postal history items in your collection, ferret-out those interesting items and share as story of two. Forward your cover and

story to me at P.O. Box 4158, Cucamonga, CA 91729-4158 USA.

in the annals of philately. If you

An 1895 Mafeking Bank Card. . . Frederick P.

Lawrence, Ph.D., FRPSL

As collectors of British Bechuanaland and Bechuanaland

Protectorate postal history know, a fair portion of the surviving

covers from the late 1800's involve bank correspondence. Most

of these covers were acknowledgments of the receipt of previous

correspondence sent by postal cards from one bank to either a

patron or another bank. These cards were initially retained in

bank records; then later, many entered collectors hands when

the back records were disposed of.

The card shown in Figure 1 is typical. It is an 1890 ld brown

on a white Cape of Good Hope postal stationery post card

overprinted for use in British Bechuanaland. It is also upfranked

with a QV halfpenny stamp also overprinted for use

Figure 1. Front and reverse of an 1895 Mafeking Bank

in British Bechuanaland, and posted from Mafeking on November

2, 1895 to a patron of the Standard Bank of South Africa in

Palapye, Bechuanaland Protectorate from the branch bank in

Mafeking. The card indicium and the additional stamp are

cancelled by strikes of the MAFEKING B.B. squared circle (

BBS type 4B4, Goldblatt type SC6, Frescura type 12b4). The

reverse bears a red double oval bank cachet manuscript-dated

November 1, 1895 and a faint November 6, 1895 transit cancel

from Palachwe Khamas Town, Bechuanaland Protectorate. At

the time the card was posted, Mafeking was still in British

Bechuanaland. Just two week later, on November 16, 1895,

British Bechuanaland was annexed by the Cape of Good Hope.

Of much greater interest, however, is the signature of the

manager of the Mafeking branch of the Standard Bank of
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South Africa, Mr. R. Urry. To date, I have been unable to find

out anything about him until he came to Mafeking in late 1894

or early 1895 to replace "JAT" as manager of the local branch

bank, when the latter was transferred to Richmond, Cape of

Good Hope, to be the manager of the local branch bank there.

Had it not been for the siege of Mafeking during the Second

Anglo-Boer War, we might not be talking about Mr. Urry

today.

After the investment of the siege in mid-October, 1899, as an

able-bodied civilian who remained in Mafeking, Mr. Urry was

pressed into the military defense of the town, and was

subsequently stationed at the defensive fort known as "DeKock'

s Corner". During the evening of Friday, October 26, he

accidentally discharged his gun twice, the first time very nearly

shooting another defender, reported only by the name Dennison (

Edward J. Ross, Diary of the Siege of Mafeking October 1899

to May 1900, p. 34). Following this incident, he was released

from service as a defender, and spent the remainder of the siege

working as manager of the branch bank, which had to be

temporarily relocated to a dugout trench-tent because of the

danger to the wooden bank building from Boer shelling.

Because of the shortage of silver in Mafeking during the siege,

the military authorities under Colonel R.S.S. Baden Powell

issued paper money notes, or "good for's", which could be

redeemed for coin after cessation of the hostilities. One pound

notes were produced in March 1900 using the same ferro-

prussiate process which was then used to make blueprints. The

design was taken from Baden Powell's sketchbook and adapted

by Edward J. Ross, Mafeking auctioneer and photographer,

who also prepared the photographic negatives. Captain Greener,

the Chief Paymaster, and his assistant, Sergeant-Major Jollie,

prepared the coated paper, and Mr. Ross exposed the

Figure 2. £ note Number "143"

issued during the Mafeking Siege.

paper and negatives to the sun and then developed and dried

the notes. The finished notes were individually numbered,

signed by Mr. Urry in his capacity as manager of the branch

bank, and countersigned by Captain Greener in his capacity as

Chief Paymaster. The note shown in Figure 2 is courtesy of

John Ineson (Paper Currency of the Anglo-Boer War, 1899-1902,

Spink, 1999). The strong, distinctive signature of Mr. R. Urry

can easily be seen on both the note and the 1895 bank card.

The one pound notes quickly became popular souvenirs of the

siege. Of the 683 notes produced and entered into bank

records, only 44 were redeemed before they were demonetized

on September 15, 1910, leaving 639 in circulation (Robert

Goldblatt, The South Africa Philatelist, March 1978, pp. 65-66).

Today, museums and collectors account for about 118 of these

notes (John Ineson). The surviving notes attract considerable

attention whenever one comes up for auction sale; high prices

are the rule, with considerable premiums for the few unfolded

examples.

As a postscript to this story, the successful production of the

notes with the ferro-prussiate process led to the three well-

known "blueprint" siege stamps, which were produced and

released one month later with the images of Cadet Sergeant-

Major Warner Goodyear of the cadet bicycle corps and Baden

Powell.

Would you have believed: the famous Mafeking siege one

pound notes and "blueprint" stamps, linked back to an innocent

looking 1895 Mafeking bank card? Readers desiring a copy of

John Ineson's new book may contact the Book Department,

Spink & Son Ltd., 5 King Street, St. James's, London SW1Y

6QS, United Kingdom, or their favorite philatelic literature

dealer.
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Fakes, Forgeries & Facsimiles
Frederick P. Lawrence, Ph.D., FRPSL, Editor

Reader contributions for future columns may be forwarded to Dr. Lawrence at 5016 So. Kenneth Place, Tempe, AZ 85282-7265 or

e-mail at: ieconsulting@earthlink.net.

Some Rhodesian Fakes & Forgeries. . . Alan J.
Hanks/Canada, Guest Author
There are as number of references in the Journal of the
Rhodesian Study Circle (RSCJ) to forgeries of the early
issues of Rhodesia. In Journal No. 112 (December 1980),
Margaret Harris writes on forgeries that she had obtained of
several values of the first issue, as well as "used" copies with
single circle postmarks reading "GULAWAYO/RHODESIA".
Other members had also shown examples and there had
been previous references in RSCJ. The short article further
states that "There would appear to be no proven information on
their origin. By lithography, they have been attributed to
Fournier, but they appear rather crude for his work and are not
mentioned in his Price List No. 17 issued in 1914".
I have a number of forgeries in my collection of which the 2/
(SG 5) and 2/6 (SG6) values are illustrated below (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Examples of the
2/- and 2/6 forgeries.

The 2/1 value is crudely executed on thick, porous paper and
the perforations are poor. It has a single circle indecipherable
"postmark". The 2/6 value, on the other hand, is very well
done on thinner and harder paper with accurate perforations.
However, the gum is yellowish and "crackly" whereas the gum
on genuine stamps is whitish and smooth.
The Gulawayo/Rhodesia "postmark" is not mentioned in The

Romance of the Posts of Rhodesia by H.D. Dann, although "
Boulouwayo" is noted as a forged mark. In The Postmarks,

Postal Routes and Principal Postage Rates of Southern Rhodesia

to 1924, by R.C. Knight and D.A. Mitchell, under "
Gubulawayo", the Gubulawayo cancel is mentioned as a
forgery. A possible reference for this may be a serialized article
by Nodder, titled "The Postal History of the Rhodesia's", which
appeared in The Stamp Collectors Fortnightly, Vol. LXI, Nov.
26th to Dec. 21st, 1957. It ran to 38 pages in 25 installments of
which I have been unable to track down a copy. The mark is a
single circle, 26.5mm in diameter and is illustrated below on
10/- (SG9) and 4/- (SG26) stamps on piece, both stamps
being forged. Both forgeries are of good

quality. I  also have the "cancel" on £5 and £10 (SG12 &
SG13) stamps, also forged (Fig. 2).
Figure 2. Examples of the "Gulawayo" cancel forgery.

All of these marks have the date "JY 20/92", but the "J" looks
more like a "U". One characteristic all of the forged stamps
have is that the mouth of the lion on top of the shield has the
corners upturned and appears to be grinning. A spot of whimsy
on the part of the forger no doubt, as the real stamps have a
very serious looking lion, as befits an animal in the coat of
arms.
Interestingly, these forgeries were part of the Sotheby's "Gerald
Simpson" sale in 1982 as lot 472 - "Crude forgeries, 2/1-, 2/6,
5/-, £l, 2, 5, & 10 in colors reasonably close to the issued
stamps, each with 'GULAWAYO' (sic) c.d.s.". Recently, in the
Argyll Etkin sale of September 28th, 2000, Lot 11 consists of
perforated forgeries, including five with "GULAWAYO"
datestamps. The estimate was £150-180!
The surcharged and overprinted issues have been extensively
forged. These consist of the 1892 First Provisional Issue (
SG14-17), the First Bulawayo Provisional Issue (SG51-53 &
varieties) and Second Bulawayo Provisional Issue (SG58-64).
The 1892 provisionals were the subject of an article by E.
Kenneth Wright in the RSC Journal, No. 114 (June 1981), in
which the author states that this was an unimportant issue of
which none, or certainly very few, were ever used for genuine
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postal purposes. It is noted in the article that Emil Tamsen and

Whitfield King almost certainly manipulated these stamps for

profit and created a number of covers bearing the whole set,

total cost 1/2V2, which does not correspond to any postal rate.

The article also contains a section on forgeries consisting of

forged surcharges on both genuine and forged stamps. Also,

reference is made to an article by Howard B. Young, "Forged

Stamps, Postmarks and Overprints of the British South Africa

Company" which was produced privately.

The 1896 provisionals were written-up in considerable detail by

E. Kenneth Wright and Colin Hoffman in the RSC Journal,

Nos. 120 (Dec. 1982) and 121 (March 1983). These issues

were produced to offset the shortage of postage which occurred

in April and May due to the Matabele Rebellion, when

Bulawayo was surrounded on three sides by the native forces.

The road to Tati and the south was left open for some reason, so

that the mails were permitted to pass to and from the south with

little interruption.

The 1896 provisionals proved to be a ripe field for forgers due

to the number of varieties which occurred during the production:

"P" in "Penny" inverted (SG51a), "P" and "y" in "Penny"

inverted and single line through value (SG52a, b & c), and the "

R" and "T" in "THREE" inverted (SG53a & b). These are fully

detailed with numerous illustrations, with six of the examples

coming from the collection of Carl E. Kane of the U.S.

Also in 1896 (from July), a second series of provisionals

appeared, consisting of six values of Cape of Good Hope

stamps overprinted "British South Africa Company" in three

lines of type. The values so overprinted were the 1/2d, ld, 2d,

3d, 4d, 6d and 1/-. The overprinting itself was carried out in

Capetown by the Argus Printing Co. One major variety occurred

in that the word "Company" was omitted (or partially omitted)

on a number of the the 4d value. These issues were discussed

by Colin Hoffman in two articles in The London Philatelist, Vol.

95, No. 1121-22, May-June 1986 (pp 74-84) and No. 1125-26,

Sept.-Oct. 1986 (pp 160-170). There were numerous forgeries,

which is strange, because this series had nothing like the value of

the first three provisionals, except for the 4d "Company" omitted

variety. Forgeries of the complete overprint were reported by

Earee (2 types) and were no doubt made by Fournier (3 types),

Oneglia (?) and at least one other. In addition, there are

forgeries of the error, which was to be expected. I have one

copy on a 1/2d stamp of the first mentioned Earee forgery, with a

narrow "A" in "Africa". The overprint in rough and does not

appear through to the back of the stamp, whereas genuine examples

usually do.

There do not appear to be any (or many) forgeries of later

issues, although altered stamps have been reported. The

Double Head and Admiral issues have their share of altered

perforations made to increase the value of the common stamps,

and there have been examples of chemically altered stamps. I

have one faked stamp, pictured below (Fig. 3), of a 3d Double

Head from the "Clandestine roulette" series of oddities.

The altered example in Figure 3 is a lower margin copy which

has been "ironed out" to remove the appearance of the

rouletting. Perforations have then been added to give the

appearance of a "compound perf" stamp (SG180) with 14x15

perforations. The only problem is that the faker erred in

providing 15x14 perfs which do not exist on a genuine stamps!

In addition, the genuine stamp is from a "No Gash" printing,

two stamps with a very different appearance.

The last illustrated item (Fig. 4) is a ld Admiral (probably

SG193) with an added overprint at the top of the stamp reading

"One Penny". This appears to have been applied with a rubber

letter stamp from a set such as children used to receive for

Christmas many years ago.

Figure 4. Example of an

added overprint on a ld

Admiral issue.

Inscribed in pencil on the back of the stamp are the words "

missing ½ - rare". Obviously, this is meant to represent one of

the 1917 Livingstone overprints (SG280 or 281), but the

overprint on those has the word "Penny" quite low on the

stamp and the type is very different from the fake, which can

only be termed an interesting oddity!

Figure 3. An example

of an altered Double

Head.

Deadline Fast Approaching!
An updated bibliographic listing of reference works, books,

occasional papers, etc., covering all of British Africa is to be

distributed as a supplement with the next issue. Very few

readers have provided a list of items they feel should be

included in the bibliography. If you have a personal library,

please send a list of what is on your shelves and in you file

cabinets. If concerned about security, send listings

anonymously or by FAX to me at (909) 945-4616 or 945-

3785. If you do send by fax, please use a cover sheet with

my name on it or it will never reach my desk!
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Modern Times
Will Ross/USA, Editor

Comments, updates and installments as a guest editor for future issues are encouraged.

Calabasas, CA 91302 or e-Mail him at rosskw@earthlink.net.
Contact Will at 4120 Schuylkill Drive,

"Modern Times" this issue will be an overview of the new

issues from the countries that we are concerned with. I will try

to keep this updated as time goes on.

Botswana
August 23, 2000, saw the issuance of a set concerning the Literacy

Decade. Each of the four stamps had an attached label with

emphasized the stamp's theme. For example, the 35 thebe value

shows a woman holding a child and reading the label on a

medicine bottle. The attached label reads "Protect Your

Children". I would recommend that collectors try to get these

stamps with the tab attached. Getting the set used with the

labels should prove an interesting challenge!

September 29 saw the issuance of a six stamp set honoring the

kings and presidents of Botswana.

On November 3, 2000, Botswana issued a four stamp set

concerning their Flying Medical Service. Each one of the stamps

featured an airplane. The stamps were available individually and

as a strip of four with as central label.

Namibia
On September 1, 2000, Namibia issued a single stamp showing

Yoka in Etosha. On the stamp Yoka meets Ndjambo, the baby

elephant.

Namibia issued a four stamp set featuring sea anemones on

November 18, 2000.

South Africa
September 22, 2000, saw South Africa honor three World

Heritage Sites. They are Robben Island, Greater Saint Lucia

Wetland Park and the fossil huminid sites of Sterkfontein.

Robben Island, of course, was the location of the prison where

Nelson Mandela was held. Other than the Bastille, are there

other prisons featured on stamps?

In October last, RSA issued a single World Post Day/Greetings

stamp. Subsequently, on November 8, 2000, South Africa

issued a pane of 20 of those stamps along with 20 attached

labels from the MTA Gladiators professional wrestling television

show. Certainly one of the more blatant commercial tie-ins

between the Post Office and a commercial enterprise.

South Africa also honored Afrikaans and English writers of the

Anglo-Boer War in a two stamp set issued on October 25,

2000. The English writers are Winston Churchill and Arthur

Conan Doyle. The South African writers are Johanna Brandt

and Sol Plaatje.

As a student of the Anglo-Boer War, I was a little surprised

that South Africa Post chose not to honor Deneys Reitz. His

book, Commando, is still the finest contemporary account of the

war from the Boer side in English. In addition, his story of

reconciliation with his former enemies is one that remains

inspirational. And, by the way, his wife was the first woman

parliamentarian in Africa.

October last also saw South Africa join many other countries in

the multi-year effort to commemorate all the different years of the

Chinese calendar. This year is the year of the Dragon.

Finally, November saw the issuance of a new set of definitives

which feature flowers, butterflies, fish and birds. Their values go

from 5c to 20 Rand.

Zambia
On June 1, 1999, Zambia issued a provisional stamp. It is an

overprinted 500 kwachas on the 1995 International Labor

Organization's 75th Anniversary 1000 kwachas (Scott 643).

Zimbabwe
October 24, 2000, saw the issuance of Part 2 of Zimbabwe's

Wild Fruit stamps. The six stamps range in value from $2 to $

16.

That's all for now. Please drop me a line and let me know

what you would like to see in this column. I always love to

hear from other collectors. Until next time, keep smiling and

happy collecting ...Will

A Belated
Merry Christmas

and
Happy New Year's

My thanks to all of you who sent

those wonderful cards and notes of

season's greetings.

Ye Olde Editor



Postage Dues
Jan Stolk/The Netherlands, Editor

Reader comments, examplers of marks and guest author installments are welcomed.

EE Rotterdam, The Netherlands or e-Mail at janstolk@uni-one. nl
Send yours to Jan at P.O. Box 33223, 3005

Postage due markings of South Africa... Jan Stolk

After the previous installment much new information was

received. Werner K. Seeba, especially, has been sending may

photocopies of Postage Due covers. The examples he has sent

has provided me with much additional information on dates

and places of use. A very interesting find by Werner was type

K12, a 25 mm diameter, 5d circular frame, postage due

marking used in Pretoria on 17 November 1899 (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. An example

of the type K12 postage

due marking.

K12

An additional example of the hexagon frame centime marking was

recently discovered in R. Allen's records (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. An example

of the hexagon frame

marking.

One of my recent purchases is an example of a the new B13b

type (Fig. 3). It appears on a cover dated 14 March 31 at

Potgietersrust. Therefore, the B13 type, mentioned in an earlier

installment, now becomes type B13a.

Figure 3. Example of

the recently identified

type B13b cancel.

A great deal of information on dates and places of several

listed and unlisted marks were received from Michael Furfie,

Board member of the British Postage Due Mail Study Group.

All updates on places where marks have been used and dates

of usage, received from Mr. Furfie and others in the past will

be incorporated into the finally compiled list of all types of

markings.

The following Sterling makings, which were not listed before, have

been received from Mr. Furfie. It is interesting to note that

the circular frame of the type KU is broken. This would

support the possibility of all values may exist with this broken

frame. Figure 4 is an example of the 25mm KL3 type used in

Johannesburg on 15 October 1939.

Figure 4. Example of

the KL2 postage due

marking.

Figure 5, next page includes a listing of new marking finds -

namely types KB13, KB14, KB15, KC4, KH15, K02, KP5,

KQ1. As with the type KL3 example in Figure 4, the KB11, ld

and KP4, 1/- markings show a break in the circular frame.

The Oval Frame Sterling Postage Due Markings

Most of these type of markings are hard to find with only the

lower values from Natal being common. The Natal markings

are Mal, Ma2, Mb3, Mb5, Mc3, Mdl, Mf1 and Mj1 (Figs. 6-

9).

Ones that are quite similar to these Natal markings are those

from Bloemfontein, Orange Free State - Mc1 and Md2. These

only differ from the Natal markings in that they have a stop

after the value.

The oval frame markings from the Cape Colony are to be

considered as rare. Some are only known from the Goldblatt

and R.D. Allen listings.

I RNODESIAN DOUBLENEAD Y S
TUDY CIRCLE

http://welcomed.EE
http://welcomed.EE
http://uni-one.nl
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Figure 5. Examples of new marking type finds - KB13, KB14, KB15, KC4, KH15, K02, KP5 and KQI.
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Figure 6. Examples of the Natal Oval Frame Sterling postage due marks, types Mal through 4.

H
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Figure 7. Examples of the Oval Frame Sterling postage due markings of Natal, types Mbl through Mb5.
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Figure 7. Examples of the Oval Frame Sterling postage due markings of Natal, types Mbl through Mb5.
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Figure 8. Examples of the Oval Frame Sterling postage due markings of Natal, types Mel through Mc4 and Mdl through Md2.

1

}
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Figure 9. Examples of the Oval Frame Sterling postage due markings of Natal, types Mfl, Mgl, Mhl and Mjl.
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The Rhodesias
Alan J. Hanks/Canada, Editor

Comments and updates to this column are invited, as are installments for future columns as a best author.

34 Seaton Dr., Aurora, Ontario, Canada L4G 2K1, or e-mail him at a.hanks@aci.on.ca
Send yours to Alan at

Postal Stationery - British South Africa Company (
B.S.A.C.) ...by Alan Hanks

Postal stationery has always formed a large part of the postal

and philatelic interest around the world and the issues from

Rhodesia under the B.S.A.C. are no different. They can also

add another dimension to philatelic exhibits. These items are

listed in the Higgins & Gage Postal Stationery Catalogue [H&
G] (1973), with variations in registered envelopes listed in the

Ascher Postal Stationery Catalogue (in German).

The issues of the B.S.A.C. were covered in an article by Cliff

Wheatley in the Rhodesia Study Circle Journal (RSCJ) No. 122

(June 1983). There have been numerous comments and

additions in journal issues since that date. The Wheatley article

had no illustrations other than two possible Waterlow trade

samples. It is my intention to illustrate this series with copies

from my collection, including both mint and used stationery.

The first issues appeared in 1893 and consisted of Cape of

Good Hope cards overprinted "MASHONALAND" or "MA-

SHONALAND" in black. The 1/2d card, H&G 1 (Fig. 1 - from

RSCJ 129) was 122 x 74 mm and had four bars obliterating "

Cape of Good Hope".

Figure 1. 1893 issue 1/2d card.

The ld card, H&G 2 (Fig. 2) also had four bars obliterating "

Cape of Good Hope" and the size is 139 x 89 mm. This card

exists with "VIA" missing.

The 11/2d card, H&G 3 (Fig. 3) has "MASHONALAND"

printed in two lines above "Cape of Good Hope". The size is

139 x 89 mm. This card exists with "VIA" missing.

The ld + ld reply paid card, H&G 4 (Fig. 4) also has "

MASHONALAND/VIA" in two lines above "Cape of Good

Hope" and the size is 139 x 89. It has "the annexed card is

intended for the answer" in small caps at the lower right, in

French as well. This card also exists without "VIA" and with

double overprint on the reply section.

The ld, 11/2d and 1d+1d cards (H&G 2-3) were reported as

having been perforated "SPECIMEN" struck through the

impressed stamps (RSCJ 124, December 1983, page 187). One

of the reasons for the 1/2d card being in doubt at first was the

fact that there was no ½d postcard rate at the time (1893). It

did not appear until 1903.

The postcard rates from 1892 to 1900 were ld within Rhodesia, 1
1/2d to South Africa, 2d to the United Kingdom and 21/2d

elsewhere. The rate to South Africa was dropped to ld in July

of 1900.

I

mailto:a.hanks@aci.on.ca
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It has been stated that the '/ad card is scarce, but in actual fact, of which is illustrated below.

all these cards are uncommon, particularly in used condition. Next time we shall look at the 1893 cards which were still
In many years of collecting, I have seen no more than three inscribed "Mashonaland".
sets of mint cards and only two used copies of the ld card, one

Figure 2. 1893 ld card to the UIK. from Bulawayo.

Figure 3. 1893 issue 1Yd
card.
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Figure 4. 1893 issue ld reply paid card.

Back of YOUR Book
Tim Bartshe/USA, Editor

Questions and comments regarding' this column are invited as are installments for future issues as a guest author. Send to Tim at

13955 West 30th, Golden, CO 80401 USA or e-mail at timbartshe@aoLcom

I

First off, I would like to thank Kal Illyefalvi for his reply to my
last column regarding the weather reports sent to the Farmer's

Weekly on the backs of the locally printed Orange River
Colony /d postal cards. He presents two additional examples.
One is from Bayville, Cape Colony dated 6 November 1913,
utilizing the old CGH canceller. The card is printed in intense dark
green. The comments are "Land looking well but caterpillars
troublesome." The other is from Matatiele utilizing the new S.
AFRICA double circle cancel dated 5 December 1913. This
card gives the rain amounts for the months of July through
November. Thanks Kal! I also ran across two other cards
myself, a second report from the same individual from S.O. De
Brug lamenting "Rain wanted badly to put Veldt right for winter.
Only showers and a few heavy storms have passed to the west
but only in strips." The other is from Edenville dated 17 August
1914 with a transit mark of the altered date stamp of Kopjes
with the S.O. and O.R.C. having been scratched out. The latter is
unlisted by Putzel.
Now, something completely different. Previously, I have been
focusing this column on the Boer Republics and earlier items from
my "vault". This installment I would like to introduce an area I am
pretty much in the dark about, even though I have

quite a bit of material - Stamp Exhibition cachets and labels
from South Africa.
Just like in the United States, philatelic exhibitions held in
South Africa generally produce cachet covers and special show
cancels. Whereas we hold some 33 National shows a year,
South Africa tends to hold only one major event, although
recently the numbers have increased. These large annual shows
are held throughout the country, Cape Town, Bloemfontein,
Pretoria, Johannesburg and Durban being the main venues. South
Africa has also held six FIP-sponsored exhibitions, the last of
which was ILSAPEX in 1998.
Our first candidate to discuss is the FIP show held in Johannesburg,
1960. The show, called UNIPEX, was open from 30 May to 4 June
1960. An example of the cachet used for the show is shown in
Figure 1. The cachet is in green and red and honored the
Golden Jubilee of the Union of South Africa. According to
the August 1998 issue of the South African Philatelist; it held
some 294 exhibits shown in 404 frames of 21 sheets each (
7x3). Although this cover is not a contemporaneous show cover,
it was used to transmit an envelope imprinted with the show "
label" and a number in the
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bottom left corner. In this case (Fig. 2) the number is two.

Inside are contained seven "color trial" imperforate sheets of 10

stamps, each with the corresponding number in the top left

corner. The colors are green/black, red/blue, blue/gray, green/gray,

green/red, brown/gray and blue/blue. Obviously, these represent

some sort of presentation booklet for dignitaries attending the

show. The sheet was issued rouletted with the colors black/

red not included in the color trials from the presentation packet.

Figure 2. UNIPEX presentation packet pane of rouletted sheet of 10 labels.

The International Stamp Exhibition, or INTERSTEX, was held in

Cape Town between 22 and 31 May 1971. Unlike UNIPEX, this

was not an FIP sponsored event. Two stamp issues were

unveiled on opening day shown on the Official FDC No. 16 (

Fig. 3). Only 40,000 of these were issued. The 5c stamp shows J.

G. Strijdom and Strijdom Tower, while the

12½c stamp honors the 10th anniversary of the Antarctic Treaty.

The show cancel ties the two stamps. The cachet is in gold with

greed lettering. Figure 4 is another show cachet envelope. The

cachet celebrates Youth Day 27 may, the show logo hand

stamped in pink and the event cancel honoring the festivities of

Youth Day. This is not an FDC of the stamps but is a special

event cancel from the show itself and hence important in its

own right. Some eight special cancels were utilized during this

show alone. The show labels (Fig. 5) were printed in rouletted

sheets of 20 (4x5). The stylized pentagram encircles the Cape

Town Castle and RSA 10 in blue with red lettering reading "

Cape Town 31-5-1972 Kaapstad". The selvedge has bilingual

wording in blue except for the lower margin which reads "

Prudential Equity/Building Society* Bouvereniging."

My final example is RAND 77 which was a National Exhibition

held at the City Hall in Johannesburg 22-27 August 1977. No

new stamps were unveiled at this exhibition, but as seen in

Figure 6, cachet covers were made up with a special show

cancel. The cachet is in black with gold "77" and date with

similar die-cut imperforate labels. Also issued in unknown

quantities was a souvenir sheet shown in Figure 7. It depicts

four of the essays of the initial King George V issue of 1913.

The stamps from left to right are in red, deep green, der?

carmine and violet. These sheets were printed by the

Government Printer with the approval of the Postmaster General

and issued by the Philatelic Federation of Southern Africa (

PFSA - the writing in the bottom portion of the sheet). This was a

rather new idea being first tried in the prior year at the National

Exhibition in East London that reproduced the 2½d

commemorative stamps of 1910. You will notice the notation of "

2" in the bottom middle indicating the second issue. These

sheets continued at least through number 10 held again at East

London in 1986. I know also of another sheet issued at

ILSAPEX but without any number. They are beautiful and

certainly desirable.

The examples in this installment only represent a small portion

of the material that was created to celebrate philatelic

exhibitions held in South Africa. The first exhibition was held in

1903 in Pretoria. According to Pauw Steyl, in a supplement to

the South African Philatelist Vol. 67, No. 6 (1991), 135

exhibitions have been held in South Africa through 1988. You

may not have attended any of those events in the past, but do

not forget the upcoming "event" in May 2002 when PSGSA

will be the host society at ROMPEX held in Denver. Like

those events described above, this show will be a memorable

one with well over a thousand pages of southern Africa

material on display!
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Figure 3. Official First Day Cover for 5c Strijdom and 12'/,c Antarctic Treaty issues canceled at INTERSTEX.

Figure 4. Special exhibition event "Youth Day", cachet and cancel.

-116-
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Figure 5. INTERSTEX gummed and rouletted labels, whole sheet of 20.

Figure 6. Show cancel and cachet for RAND 77 with insert of imperforate show label.
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Figure 7. RAND 77 souvenir sheet printed by government showing KGV essays for 1913 issue.

The Bookie Reports
Jim Ryan/Canada, Editor

Your reader comments and contributions for future column installments, e.g., literature reviews, are invited by writing Jim at 4419

17 Avenue NW, Calgary AB, Canada T3B ON7.

Beyond The Catalogue... Jim Ryan

I have been gathering oddments and partial sets of the 1961

Swaziland decimal surcharges using a photocopy of Society

member Franco Frescura's collection as a model. As a result,

this issue's installment has some elements beyond the scope of

Gibbons' listings which, of course, is considerably beyond

Scott's efforts.

The stamps listed are: ½c on id, lc on 1d, 2c on 2d, 21/2c on

2d, 2½c on 3d (two types), 3½c on 2d, 4c on 4½d (two types)

, 5c on 6d (two types), 10c on 1/-, 25c on 2/6 (three types),

50c on 5/- (three types), Rl on 10/- (three types), R2 on £1 (

three types).

At least one type from each denomination exhibits a shifting or

overprint which Frescura explained: "The overprint shifts

progressively downwards from left to right." This is probably

due to the top margin originally being trimmed at a slant.

When the sheet subsequently underwent overprinting, the

machine could not achieve full purchase on the right, resulting in

the sheet slewing slightly to the left and hence in the

overprint being applied at a slant.

Showing a top left pair of the is on id in his collection (not

showing here), Frescura wrote: "The overprint is shifted to the

left and partly overlaps into the perforated margin ... is due to an

abnormally wide left-hand margin." The overprint, in relation to

the sheet, is constant in position; it is the printed stamps

which has "moved" to the right due to the inconsistent

trimming of sheets between one batch and the next.

The ½c on ld has some constant varieties worth looking for

row 1, stamps 2, 3 and 4 have a broken fraction bar. Rows 2

through 12, stamps 4 and 5 show a badly misplaced "2" in the

fraction.

The 2112c on 3d Type II, has several constant varieties. Row 1,

stamp 1 has a narrow spaced overprint which also appears on

stamps 3, 5 and 6. Row 1, stamp 2, has a wide spaced

overprint. Row 2, stamp 1, has as digit "2". Row 9, stamps 6,

has a raised "c". Row 10, stamps 4, hasas narrow overprint - the

fraction bar touches the letter "c" and the "c" is also raised. Row

10, stamp 5, has a raised "2" digit.

The rare 25c on 2/6 has two different positions of the overprint,

one at the top of the value tablet and one at the bottom (Fig. -

next page). Only 600 of both varieties exist, 240 of one and 360

of the other.
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Figure. Two different positions of 25c overprint on the 2/6 value. The very scarce 50c on 5/- Type III, had an official printing

total of 360. However, four sheets (240 stamps) were used on

postal matter and telegrams before the difference discovered. Of

the remaining 120 stamps, some were found to be creased.

About 100 mint examples exist.

The more common R2 on £1 center left, has a variety of

positions which I have uncovered from random purchases in

Calgary and Cape Town. The extreme left is struck near to the

left frame line. The extreme right is slightly raised. My eye

tells me that the extreme left stamp overprint is slightly smaller

than the others.

Society Affairs
PSGSA Auction Update... Tim Bartshe, Director

First of all, I would like to thank the 27 members who

responded to the questionnaire regarding the future of the

PSGSA auction. What follows is a recount of the questions and

the responses, which might be of interest.

1. Have you provided material for the auction: yes-8, no-18.

2. If "no", would you consider submitting material: yes-9, no-9. 3.
Have you bid in prior auctions: yes-22, no-3.

4. If "no", why: no material to bid on, no interest, new

member, Rand to $ exchange too high.

5. How often should auction be held? annually-16, biannually4,

not at all-2. Comments: frequency as often as material

available, use e-bay.

6. What would you be interested in seeing in the auction?

Stamps: Zululand-2, COGH rectangulars, COGH triangulars,

everything, Bechuanaland/Botswana-2, Homelands, SWA-3,

Rhodesia-2, South African States-6, South Africa-5, OFS/ORC.

Posta&n History: COGH-4, everything-2, Bechuanaland/

Botswana, Homelands, South Africa-3, SWA-2, OFS-2, ZAR2,

ABW, Natal-2, Rhodesia, Zululand. Revenue: Bechuanaland/

Botswana, Homelands, SWA-2, OFS, pre-Union-3, Rhodesia-2,

South Africa-3. Postal Stationery: Bechuanaland/ Botswana,

Homelands, everything-2, OFS-2, Zululand. Other: picture post

cards, perfins.

7. Would you be interested in becoming Auction Manager? Dr.

Mordant/RSA and James Rader/USA responded in the

affirmative.

8. Comments or suggestions: keep it as it presently is, outsource

to a third party/commerical auction firm while retaining a

percentage, do it online and use as a recruiting tool

as well as including people who are not members, use e-bay, e-

mail auction to interested parties.

Regarding comments in question 8, a number of members wrote

detailed recommendations for the auction as follows:

Franco Frescura/RSA, long time member and avid society

supporter, wrote:

1. All lots submitted to be lotted/described by owners. No lots

accepted unless previously described.

2. Have limited interest auctions, not general ones, e.g., Anglo-

Boer War, postcards, postasl history.

3. Limit material to southern Africa, i.e., countries below the

Zambesi Line.

4. Locate auction at a center where more than two or three

members are available to do the work. It is not fair to place

onus on one person only.

5. Makelprint auction list separate from journal and give it

separate distribution and mailing list. Perhaps link up with

someone like Paul Zeyl, who, as a dealer in South Africa has

his own mailing list. By mailing to non-members, you advertise

the society and allow more people to bid. Access to the society

journal is a privilege to be paid for by members, access to the

auction list is a factor of raising funds and ought to be more

pragmatic.

New member Erich E. Hamm/RSA writes:

1. In time to come would it not be prudent to place the PSGSA

on the internet? Past issues could be scanned with information

available and accessible to paid subscribers with a page to

attract new members?

2. Your journal, "Forerunners", is of good quality with
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in-depth articles and surely of interest to those that do collect

similar material. Too soon, journals and magazines will appear

only on the web and our eyesight will diminish sooner and our

butts getting bigger. About the demise we can do something

about, but the personal computer will dictate.

3. Auction Manager: Unfortunately I am not aware of the scope of

the auction. What I can glean from the introductory paragraph the

problem of decline is not only applicable to PSGSA.

4. Do the vendors send the material to the Auction Manager (

AM)? Cannot the vendor just forward photo-ready detail of the

items to the AM? The vendors, after all, want to part with the

item at a price. Let them post it to the successful bidder. The

responsibility would remain with the seller to part with his article

successfully to the new owner at a cost stipulated by the seller. I

made the latter remark due to the also ever increasing mail

plundering that is prevalent worldwide.

5. Bids could be correlated by the AM and thus managed? Is a

buy or bid scenario perhaps not better? The AM could be

waiting for enough (?) bids to accrue before listing the items for

distribution. Should not enough items be submitted indicate so in

your journal. I am convinced that most members have access to

FAX or e-mail if not at their home.

6. In ending, I would like to quote Peter Thy in his Views on

Philatelic Literature and Scholarship: "I do not do this as a

labor of love or as a contribution to philately, but simply as a way

to collect my thoughts." Readers have the choice to make of the

time someone needed to write an article as they wish. Even if

they write a memo to their colleague to one I recently saw

depicting a bull with raised tail and a heap of manure below.

From Will Ross/USA: I believe using E-Bay, with you being able

to retain a percentage, would work well.

From Eric Burnett/USA: Given the Internet and number of

auctions held by dealers, the PSGSA auction (if held) should

not even try to compete. What, however, would/might be unique

is an auction of the specialist items (less than 100 say), which

we might like to make available to other specialists. For instance,

duplicates of items oritems that are unlikely to obtain much of a

price at auction but have a reference purpose, etc. If the

auction was seen to be a vehicle for BOB, revenue, etc.,

ma te r i a l - even 10-20 lots - once a year would be of value and

possible less work for the AM. In any event, thanks for your

efforts in this regard.

From Steven Gardiner/RSA: Maybe e-mailing the auction to

members would give them more time to research and bid on items.

The post takes so long that sometimes I receive the journal after

the auction.

Where does this leave us? Regarding my position as the

current Auction Manager, I must decline to continue. IN

present, my other organized philatelic pursuits are becoming

too burdensome to expend the 60-80 hours required to perform this

task. I truly regret this turn of events, but after 11 years of

putting this auction together, it is time to pass the baton to

another, if there is one willing to pick it up. I, in no way, am

going to decrease my responsibilities as Society librarian or as

editor of the "Back of Your Book" and "Boer Republics"

columns.

I think that there are a number of good avenues that should and

could be traveled down as recommended by the members who

bothered to respond. (As an aside, the responses equaled the

recent participation level in the auction - a handful of vendors and

under 20 bidders out of a membership of about 120!) Small

specialty auctions of 50 to 100 lots of ABW, revenues or postal

stationery might be a reasonable alternative. It does not entail a

lot of work for the auctioneer and adds no additional expense

to the printing cost of Forerunners. Utilizing the vendors as the

receptacle of the lots eliminates the middleman (manager) from

handling the lots at all. The onus is on the vendor to ship the

lots with the PSGSA acting as banker/ escrow agent. This latter

suggestion would also put the responsibility of the lotting

descriptions to the vendor: success or failure of sales

depending upon their "sex appeal" and accuracy. All good

food for thought and I hope someone will take up the

challenge for now to carry on what was started back in 1989.

Founder's Corner... Bill Brooks, Founder & Editor

Dues increase foreseeable!! Over the past several issues, I

have put forth pleas for two members in-good-standing to step

forward. Here we are once again talking about the Director/

Marketing and journal Advertising Manager. Both of these

positions are most critical for different, yet interrelated reasons

- revenue generation and membership growth. Both are critical if

YOUR society is to grow and prosper; and, as I have said before,

avoid that "nasty" dues increase.

A complete job description for both positions has appeared

in previous issues - NO ONE STEPS FORWARD. Promises of

ongoing support from Board members and yours truly - NO ONE

STEPS FORWARD. Projection of a future dues increase if

positions not filled - NO ONE STEPS FORWARD. Mentioning that

any member, no matter which country they reside it, can takeover

the positions - NO ONE STEPS FORWARD.

Regretfully, your society is experiencing a very serious

condition that is becoming more and more common to the

http://continue.IN
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philatelic specialty group - fewer and fewer dedicated members

are willing to help out with the day-to-day activities which

make for a viable organization. It seems as though the many

love enjoying the fruits of the labor of the few.

I will say this. The one area where we really excel, compared to

any number of other specialty groups, is the number of

members who contribute to the journal on a regular basis. Here

we are talking about our specialty columnists Peter Thy (also

our coeditor), Tim Bartshe, Jim Ryan, Frederick Lawrence, Will

Ross, Ulli Bantz, Alan Hanks, Jan Stolk, Ken Sanford and Paul

Magid (a non-member). We even have our very own cartoonist,

Campbell Buchanan. These are the folks who make your journal

the excellent and enjoyable product that it is. As your editor, I

will always be eternally grateful to each and everyone of them -

without them, there would be no Forerunners!

Returning to the subject at hand, a dues increase is realisticaly

on the horizon for two reasons: (1) US postage rates increase

on January 1, 2001; and (2) commercial ad revenues are below

prior year level. If we could achieve increases in membership,

as well as ad revenues, it is possible to significantly delay a

dues increase. In this regard, more advertising dollars would be

the quickest way to forestall raising membership fees.

In the absence of an Advertising Manager, here is a way each of

you can help out. Why not contact individual dealers or auction

firms you do business with and suggest that they consider

advertising in our award-winning journal. Let them that our

readers spend upwards of $900,000US per year on stamps and

postal history materials. Our readers also participate in 3-5

auctions per year. If a prospective advertiser wishes to see a copy

of Forerunners, let me know and I will send them a

complimentary copy forthwith.

Society Publications Program
Through this activity, PSGSA provides assistance in the

development and publication of occasional papers, mono-

graphs, books and multi-volume works. Authors submitting written

drafts receive valuable technical support in all phases of

publication development. This is accomplished through the

Publications Program Committee (PPC). Inquiries, submission of

drafts, etc., are to be made to Peter Thy, PPC Chair, P.O. Box

73112, Davis, CA 95616 USA, e-Mail: thy@jade.ucdavis.ed

* * *

Works In Progress

"To research in isolation with a view towards publication is

akin to reinventing the wheel." - the late Alec Page, FRPSL

Researchers/authors are encouraged to "advertise" for collabo

rators and/or additional information through this feature. If you

are researching an area and have yet to use "Works...", please

consider doing so. You might be pleasantly rewarded at the

response you receive. Entries submitted to the Editor will be

run for three consecutive issues (and may be renewed if

written confirmation is received). The alpha-numeric following an

entry identifies the last issue in which it appears.

No new "Works" have been received this reporting period.

News Of The Membership
Welcome Aboard... Listing of new members. None this
publishing cycle.

The Honor Roll. . . This feature acknowledges Society

members of notable achievements such as exhibit and literature

awards in any area. Members are encouraged to notify the Editor

of their achievements. This issue's installment was contributed by

Tim Bartshe.

At VAPEX, held 17-19 November 2000 at Virginia Beach, Bob

Taylor received the Reserve Grand, a Gold medal and the

APS Medal of Excellence, Pre-1900 for his exhibit "Early Postal

Services at the Cape of Good Hope 1653-1853".

At STaMpsHOW, held in Providence 24-27 August 2000, Guy

Dillaway exhibited "Cape of Good Hope Postal History, 1853-

1866" and received the following awards: the GRAND, a Gold,

the Postal History Society Award and the PSGSA Best Exhibit

Award. Tim Bartshe received a Gold and the United Postal

Stationery Society's Marcus White Award for his "Orange Free

State Postal Cards of 1884-1900. Colin and Pamela Fraser

were in the Prix d'Honneur Champion of Champions as well

for their "British Central Africa 18911907".

At MIDAPHIL 2000, held in Kansas City, 13-15 October 2000,

Tim Bartshe received a Gold and the APS Medal of

Excellence 1900-1907 for his exhibit "Orange Free State Early

Settings of the VRI Overprints, 1900".

At the FIP show in Madrid, 6-14 October, Tim Bartshe

displayed "Orange Free State Postal Cards of 1884-1900" and

received a Large Vermeil (yes he is very happy!). Des Hyland

also received a Large Vermeil for his "The Bechuanalands from

1882-1920".

Finally, in Paarl, South Africa, the first Rare Stamp Show was

held 14-16 September 2000. Wikus van Heerden spearheaded

this invitational show. Among the PSGSA members that were

honored with an invitation to show at this exhibition were: Bob

Allison for "The Stamps and Postal History of the Orange Free

State", Tim Bartshe for "Orange Free State: Thick 'V' Setting of

1900-1903", David Crocker for "Griqualand West
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Revenues", Alan Drysdall for "Transvaal Rarities", Des Hyland for

"The Revenue Stamps and Documents of the Republic of

Stellaland", Richard Johnson for "Cape of Good Hope -

Rectangular Period Postal History of the Eastern Frontier" and

Michael Wigmore for "Transvaal (ZAR) 1st Republic Reprints

and Forgeries". Those are only the members! Think of what the

rest of the show was!

Closed Album. . . Allan Raw (1932-2000). It is with regret

that we must report the untimely death of Allan who died

unexpectedly on September 1, 2000, following what was

thought to have been a minor operation. He was a long term

member and supporter of our Journal and will be remembered as

an always helpful gentleman, ready to share his vast

knowledge with all who cared to listen. His infectious laughter

and ready smile also gave him many friends outside of South

Africa. One could simply not avoid liking him. Allan was in

business for about 25 years as a stamp dealer, first with Algoa

Stamp Auctions, and then with Johnson Philatelics. Most lately

he ran a small mail order auction firm from Natal (Allan Raw

Philatelics), specializing in British Southern Africa. Many of

us have prized items in our collections that we obtained over

the years from Allan. He will truly be missed by all of his

friends in our Society. Our condolences go to his wife Pam

and his large family. . .Peter Thy and Ulli Bantz

Member Biographies. . . Patricia G. Sterrett/USA. Born in

Colorado Springs, Colorado; birthday 20 February. Patricia is

married to Frank; three children - Frank Jr., Judith, and Susan.

She received her degree from Smith College and is a regional

sales manager covering a territory of six states. She has been

collecting for 20 years with her primary philatelic interest is

pre-1946 British Africa. She has been trying to catalogue her

grandfather's stamp collection which is housed in two 1896

Scott Albums. Her other pastimes include being a master

gardener, playing tennis and golf. She is also a voracious

detective story reader. She is also making a study of American

Indian tribes. As an aside, Patricia went to 20 schools between

first grade and high school graduation - her father was a Naval

officer. Jim Lays/USA. Born in Columbus, Ohio; birthday 30

November. Married to Julie, two children - Brian, age 6 and

Natalie, age 3. He received his Bachelor's Degree in Geography

from Northern Colorado State. His primary occupation is as a

tennis professional. Jim has been collecting for 35 years with a

primary interest in British Colonies. His other pastimes include

flyfishing and being an instrumented rated commercial pilot.

During his professional tennis career, Jim competed in 14

tennis tournaments in Zambia between 1979 and 1985. He also

participated in the Zimbabwe Open in 1981. Assisted by Head

Sports and the U.S. Information Agency, he has supplied over

800 tennis rackets to junior programs in a dozen African countries.

Society Translation Service
The following members will provide translations. Others

wishing to volunteer as translators, please contact the Editor.

Afrikaans and German to English - Bob Hisey, 7337 Sparta

Road, Sebring, FL 33872, e-mail: bobhisey@strato.net

Afrikaans and German to English - Dr. H.U. "Ulli" Bantz, P.O.

Box 6913, Westgate 1734, South Africa, e-mail: ulib@mweb.

co.za

Society Meetings
ANNUAL SOCIETY GATHERING - Plan to Attend!

As in the past, PSGSA will hold its annual business meeting

and program during APS's STaMpsHOW which will be in

Chicago this year. The program is presently in the planning

stages and will promise to be an educationally enjoyable affair.

Guy Dillaway has offered to do a presentation on Cape Postal

History, 1853-1910. Bob Taylor, our Director/Programs may also

join in and cover the Cape period of 1653-1853.

Those who plan on attending should contact Bob by e-mail at

rtaylor@wave-net.net or write him at 274 Chelsea Dr., Sanford,

NC 27330.

The North American joint meeting of PSGSA and Rhodesia

Study Circle was held on October 7, 2000 in the home of Paul

and Joan Buechner in Menlo Park, California.

Attendees included David Aeschliman, the Buechners, Bill and

Janice Wallace, Hank and Trudy Ibsen, Graham Stott, Peter

Thy, Patrick and Kay Sampson, Steve and Kathy Schuman,

Peter Sargent and Wayne Munez.

The group gathered by 11:30 a.m. for a buffet lunch after

which the ladies and Steve Schuman departed for Woodside to

tour "Filoli" (the Bourne mansion, which was the setting for

the TV series "Dynasty".)

In lieu of stamps, Steve Schuman brought a selection of his

Rhodesias reference books and auction catalogs; also, a copy of

the beautiful 1952 leather bound volumn of the British Royal

Collection.

Paul commented that two recent auction purchases have yielded

about 100 additional items for his "dots and spots" flaws

collection of the ld double-head; also, that it added another

November 11, 1910 cancel (Umtali) on the ld double-head.

Wayne greatly helped Paul on checking for the watermark vs no

watermark varieties on the Southern Rhodesia air letters, as well

as for the two die varieties of the Rhodesia registered

envelopes, and the types and uses of Southern Rhodesia active

mailto:bobhisey@strato.net
mailto:ulib@m-web.co.za
mailto:ulib@m-web.co.za
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service letters. He also recounted the history of Higgens &
Gage and its postal stationery catalog.
David Aeschliman brought his collections of Natal, Zululand and
Rhodesia. Bill Wallace brought various items used for a talk to
his local stamp club - military covers from the Bush war, and
the general stamps. Hank Ibsen brought his British

Africa binders. Peter Thy brought his Bechuanaland postal
stationery (knowing that Wayne would be here). And, Patrick
Sampson brought his Rhodesia stamps and covers.
The ladies returned around 3:30 p.m. and visited until the group
left of dinner at a nearby Mexican restaurant. Reported by Paul
Beuchner.

Back Issues Available
The following issues of Forerunners are in stock and available for purchase. They are listed in order by whole number. Price

per copy includes shipping by surface classlprinted matter rate. The number in parenthesis indicates the number of copies

remaining in inventory.

#1 (2) - $2.00, #2 (2) - $2.00, #3 (3) - $2.00, #4 (4) - $4.00, #5 (1) - $3.00, #6 (4) - $3.00, #7 (2) - $3.00, #8 (2) - $3.00, #9 (

3) - $3.00, #10 (1) - $3.00, #11 (7) - $3.00, #12 (4) - $4.00, #13 (14) - $4.00, #14 (8) - $5.00 #15 (5) - $5.00, #16 (10) - $6.

00, #17 (6) - $6.00, #18 sold out, #19 sold out, #20 sold out, #21 sold out, #22 (15) - $7.00, #23 (26) - $7.00, #24 (2) - $7.00, #25
(5) - $7.00, #26 (45) - $7.00, #27 (30) - $7.00, #28/#29 (39) - $10.00*, #30 (43) - $7.00, #31 (45) - $7.00, #32 (45) - $7.00, #33
(48) - $7.00

*Combined as a British Africa anthology with articles from 15 specialty groups celebrating PSGSA's 10th Anniversary and
honoring THE Celebration British Africa Convention at PACIFIC 97.

Back Issue Payment options: (1) US bank draft in dollars payable to "PSGSA"; (2) Pound Sterling cheques at current
exchange rate as published by a major bank in local area WITH "PAYEE" LEFT BLANK; or (3) Sterling, Rands or Dmark
currencies at current exchange rates sent via registered mail.
Send payment along with list of back issues desired to The Editor, P.O. Box 4158, Cucamonga, CA 91729-4158

The International Scene
Editorial Note: This feature includes newsy bits and pieces from a variety of sources. Although

necessarily focus upon greater southern area collecting topics, they will have a generic appeal to the collector. Readers are

encouraged to contribute small items appearing in the philatelic press in their geographic areas. Readers who attend

international showslexhibitions are asked to send in "show reports" about their experiences and impressions. Help out ye olde Editor

and become an international reporter.

some entries will not

NamPost to close offices... The Namibia postal agency will
close a number of post offices where the volume of mail
business has become too little to warrant a fully fledged post
office. Counter locations, situated mostly in a shop, will replace
these offices. First in line to close is Ariamsvlei. The post office
building will be sold and a local stationery shop will provide
the postal services on a contract basis. Next to close will be the
office in Arandis. However, the community (most probably the
female part) is strongly opposed in that the new postal counter
will be in the local Club, a popular watering hole. Source: P.

6, Newsletter No. 273, January 2001, South West Africa

Stamp Study Group.

Inventive post office crooks in Italy... You have to give post
office crooks in Italy a gold star for inventiveness. When they
couldn't find anyone to handle an inside job, they simply put one
of their confederates in a mailing carton and lugged it into

a post office; and, naturally, the box did not fit through the
window at the counter, so the postal employees invited the
thieves to take the parcel to a service door.
Once inside, a robber burst out of the carton, waved a gun and
yelled, "It's a hold-up!"
According to police, it was the fourth robbery in eight years at that
post office located on the outskirts of Rome. The robbers got
away with $75,000.

Italian post offices operate as banks, where postal customers
keep savings accounts, collect pensions and pay their taxes and
utility bills. I guess that I shouldn't be concerned, but the
article did not say if there were stamps on the human package.
Source: Linn's, April 3, 2000, p. 24.

Commemorative & temporary date stamps for 1999...On
the next page we find those used in South Africa.

-123
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Illustration. The 1999 Commemorative and Special temporary date stamps for South Africa - Source: "Stamp Notes", Setempe, November/December'99, p. 27.

Please note that the date stamps below have been placed according to the dates  on which they were issued and
not according to the numbers al located to them
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